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PREFACE
Til is thesis is concerned with a study of some aspects of the 
probability generating functional (p.g.fl) and its application to a 
variety of problems in the theory of point processes. Several of 
these problems are new, in particular the questions of existence and 
mixing for cluster processes. Others have been studied before, but 
the present unified approach may have some didactic advantages as well 
as giving elegant proofs of individual results.
The p.g.fl is one of a numbei of functionals which have been 
introduced into probability theory from time to time. The senior member 
of the family is the characteristic functional (c.fl), due initially 
to Kolmogorov [42] in 1935 for set functions on Banach space and 
rediscovered simultaneously in If47 by Bochner [ll] and Le Cam [44]; 
another form of definition is in Shiryaev [77]. A useful survey of 
work up to i960 is contained in Prohorov [70] (see also Koran [60J 
§6.l6 and Grenander [24] §1.4 and ch. 6). Recently the c.fl has become 
part of general investigations into Fourier transforms on abstract 
topological spaces, especially whether analogues of the theorems of 
Bochner and Levy for characteristic functions are valid e.g. Badrikian 
[2] and Von Wandenfels [90].
The idea of a moment generating functional to describe the age- 
distribution of a population at a given time is due to D.G. Kendall 
[34] in 1949. He also recognised its connection with a set of cumulant 
functions or product densities. Further development of this approach
vi:
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may be found in Bartlett and Kendall [?] and Bartlett's book [6]. 
where also the first mention of the p.g.fl occurs. However this is 
always associated with a population whose size is finite with probability 
one, a situation we wish to generalise in this thesis. For the almost 
surely finite case, a theory of the p.g.fl is contained in Moyal [61] 
and Harris [28] ch. 3.
The remaining member of the functional class is the La-place 
functional, introduced by Jirina [32] in 1962 for a study of finite 
non-negative random measures and subsequently used in [33] and Mecke [57]- 
One of his achievements is to derive a characterisation of weak 
convergence of these measures in terms of Laplace functionals, a concept 
which seems open to generalisation to point processes.
An obvious question now is, why choose the p.g.fl for study in 
preference to the other available functionals? The answer is twofold. 
Firstly, we shall see in Chapter 1 that there are several classes of 
moment measures which we can associate with a point process, each in 
turn associated with a particular functional. It turns out that the 
class of measures least affected by diagonal concentrations is the 
one associated with the p.g.fl. This aspect is developed in Chapter 2. 
Secondly, a principal attraction of the generating functional method is 
its potential for facilitating proofs of general limit theorems for 
point processes. Many such theorems assert convergence to a Poisson 
process, which is most naturally associated with the p.g.fl. This is 
further explained in the introduction to Chapter h .
ix
More difficult to answer is whether the p.g.fl merits further 
intensive study. The applications given in this thesis are certainly 
encouraging but in the area where most was expected from it, namely 
limit theorems, there are several unsolved problems barring progress 
towards a general theory. However it is not at all clear whether these 
difficulties are symptomatic of an overall intractability in the method 
or merely technical matters brought about by the infancy of the subject, 
and this is certainly worth consideration in the future. Also, even 
if the hopes held for the p.g.fl in the theory of point processes are
I
overoptimistic Dr D. Vere-Jones has stated in his reply to the discussion 
of [88] that '... it seemed to me that its [the p.g.fl’s] usefulness 
had been understated in the past, and that there was a need to redress 
the balance', a statement which the author supports and which is the 
motivation for this thesis.
We conclude with a brief summary of the contents of the thesis.
Chapter 1 is largely expository and draws together various facts 
about point processes needed in the future. The literature in this field 
is widely scattered, so that it is easy to miss useful contributions, 
but it is hoped that nothing of importance relevant to this thesis has 
been overlooked. In this chapiter we give a formal definition of a point 
process followed by some relevant properties such as stationarity, 
ergodicity and mixing, convergence in distribution and infinite- 
divisibility. The various classes of moment measures are also defined.
A result on the interpretation of an arbitrary stationary point process 
as a marked point sequence in the sense of Matthes [55] is proved, and
Xused to show the existence of a 'hatch-size' distribution for multiple 
occurrences of events.
Chapter 2 introduces the p.g.f'l of an arbitrary point process, 
following Vere-Jones [37], and we prove a number of properties analogous 
to those of the more common probability generating function. These 
include continuity, a theorem specifying which functionals are p.g.fls, 
and a characterisation of convergence in distribution by convergence 
of p.g.fls. Seme examples of p.g.fls are given, in particular that of 
the doubly stochastic Poisson process. The connection with the factorial 
moment measures is then explained and put on a rigorous basis with the 
proof of' a finite Taylor-type expansion for the p.g.fl and its logarithm. 
We give characterisations of ergodic and mixing point processes in terms 
of relations involving their p.g.fls, related to ideas of Leonov [^73, 
and use them to establish mixing for several classes of point processes.
The important class of cluster processes is studied in Chapter 3.
We first state the fundamental p.g.fl equation for a cluster process, 
due to I’ioyal, and give some examples of models introduced for various 
purposes. This includes results showing that several apparently distinct 
classes of point processes can be identical. Then comes a section on 
existence criteria for cluster processes, in the sense of having finite 
numbers of events in bounded sets with probability one. The general 
necessary and sufficient conditions obtained are applied to several of 
the examples mentioned above. The results of Chapter 2 are now invoked 
to prove a wide-ranging theorem on mixing in cluster processes, with 
applications to the class of infinitely divisible point processes.
xi
Asymptotic results for the cumulants and probabilities of a generalised 
Bartlett-Lewis model ([4], [49]) follow, and a neat proof of the form of 
the equilibrium distribution is given in a particular case. Finally, 
we indicate applications of the p.g.fl to various aspects of infinite- 
server queueing systems.
Limit theorems for point processes are the subject of Chapter 4.
The introduction explains some of the problems encountered in trying to 
set up a general limit theory using the p.g.fl. We establish the 
Weak and Strong Laws of Large Numbers for point processes, under 
suitable conditions, using a recent result of Daley [153. The theory of 
Chapter 2 is then used to derive a canonical form for the p.g.fl of 
an infinitely divisible point process, based on previous work for the 
generating functions, and this in turn provides some characterisations 
of such processes including an equivalent of the ’accompanying laws' 
theorem in terms of p.g.fls. Then we establish Poisson convergence for 
a variety of operations on point processes, one of which illustrates the 
application of the Taylor expansion of Chapter 2. These operations are 
superposition, random deletion and random translation.
In Chapter 5 we use the p.g.fl to study the identifiability of 
the two parametric functions in a doubly stochastic Poisson process 
whose mean process is linear*. This involves deciding when these functions 
are uniquely determined by the process, i.e. by its p.g.fl, although 
we never attempt to estimate them. The emphasis throughout is on the 
point process although in the author's paper [91]» on which this
xii
chapter is based, additional results for the associated linear process 
are given in a more general setting. Me prove that both functions 
are identifiable, under certain conditions, from quantities which 
may in practice provide reasonable estimators.
It is intended to submit the results of this thesis for 
publication in the near future.
NOTATION
he invariably use p to denote a probability measure, the space
on which it is defined being clear from the context. P will always be
the univariate or multivariate probability generating function (p.g.f.)
of a discrete probability measure.
E{*} indicates expectation with respect to the appropriate P.
For the variance of a random variable we write D(•)
The letters a.s., p., d., above an arrow, e.g, a-V% indicate
convergence of a sequence of random variables almost surely, in
probability or in distribution respectively (see especially 1.3).
dAbove an equality sign, e.g. =, they indicate equality in that mode. 
In the text a.s. means almost surely, that is with probability one.
Theorems, lemmas and equations are numbered independently and 
consecutively in each chapter. Thus the ordered pair x.y is 
expression y in Chapter x.
X (•) is the indicator function of a set A, namely ~ 1
if t e A, 0 otherwise.
L.H.S., R.H.S. mean the left-hand side and right-hand side of an 
equation.




A general theory of point processes is of comparatively recent 
origin, although particular cases have been extensively analysed.
There are two areas of greatest interest, corresponding to processes 
with finite or infinite numbers of points. Population processes are 
the princijml members of the first class, and here the theory is due 
initially to Bartlett [ 3 ], being substantially extended and completed 
by Mqyal [6l] (see also Harris [28] chapter 3). The more comprehensive 
case of infinitely many points was first discussed by Wold [92]»
Then Khintchine [39] published a fundamental monograph on the 
general theory of streams of events which has led to a rapid development 
(cf. Ryll-Nardzewski [7b], Moyal [6l] §6, Matthes [55 ]s Beutler and 
Leneman [10]). Contemporarily their concepts are being extended to 
random measures on topological spaces (Lee [U5 3» Agnev [l ], Me eke [56]).
This chapter is mostly expository, and aims to set out the basic 
definitions and properties of point processes in one dimension needed 
in this thesis. Drawing on many of the above accounts we give a formal 
definition and one useful generalisation to marked point sequences 
(Matthes [55]). Then follows a long list of known properties required 
later. A new proof for a basic relation is given to illustrate the 
potential of the marked r>oint process notion. Finally some special 
processes are introduced for future reference.
1
1.2. The Definition of a Point Process
Probability theory is concerned with a space of events and
a probability measure P defined on suitable subsets of the space.
In the theory of stochastic processes, where the events are functions, 
the well-known Kolmogorov theorem (Kingman and Taylor [Ul] p.38l) 
shows that P can be uniquely defined by extension of a consistent 
set of distributions over values of the functions at a finite set of 
points in their domain. It turns out that the sene is true for stochastic 
point processes after some extra conditions are imposed.
Let ^ be the set of all countable sequences of real numbers {t^} 
without limit points and let II(A) be the cardinality of the set 
{t^ £ A) for all Borel sets A on the real line. Then !'(•) is a 
counting measure (i.e. a non-negative integer-valued set function 
countably additive on the Borel sets). Since {t^} has no limit 
points N( •) is obviously finite on bounded sets. It is known (iicyal 
[6l J) that there is a one-to-o:ae correspondence between Q and the 
set of all a-finite counting measures N (•)> which we can therefore 
also denote by £2.
Consider now a set of functions p (A ^ ,...,
k,r^,...,r^ are non-negative integers and A 1 ,. .. ,A^ . are Borel sets.
In order that they be the finite-dimensional distributions of a point
process they must satisfy the following consistency conditions:
;r. j...,r. ) for any 
1 "k
permutation (i ,...,i ) of (l,...,k).
CO
(2) p(A1#...#Ak ;r1 ,...9ry ) 0 and £ p(A^,...,A^,A;r^,...,r^,r)
r=o
= p( A ^i * • • tA^ ,.. • ,r^) .
(/) p(A1 ,...,A"k9 1 ! ’rk } p(A. A-
rl 9 ...,rk ) where
I(3) p(A. \ * r ) p( A.
V 1 ,+r, = rk
1* • r k } w here
th e  A  ^ a re  d i s j o i n t .
(4) I f  a sequence o f  hounded s e t s  1 0 , th e  n u l l  s e t ,  as k 
th e n  lim  o( A, ;0) = 1 .
k-*x> .lv
The fundam en ta l r e s u l t  i s
Theorem 1 .1 . (Moyal [ 6 l ] ,  H a rr is  [28] p.55> N aw rotzki [8 3 ] ) .
C orrespond ing  to  a s e t  o f  fu n c tio n s  p ( A^ , . . .  jA ^ rg  , .  • .  , r ^ )  s a t i s f y i n g
( J ) - ( 4 )  th e re  i s  a un ique p r o b a b i l i t y  m easure P d e f in e d  on th e
o -a lg e b ra  F g e n e ra te d  by th e  c y l in d e r  s e t s  {ll( •) jk ( A.,) = r . , . . . , K ( A .  )I I  k
r, } f o r  w hich k
P{N(A1 ) = r1#. . .  ,N( A )^ = r]f} = p(A^, . . .  ,A  ^;r^, . . .  ,r^.) .
A p o in t  p ro c e ss  i s  s p e c i f i e d  by th e  t r i p l e  (ft, F , P ) .  S ince  
th e  B o re l s e t s  on th e  r e a l  l i n e  cau be  g e n e ra te d  by h a lf -o p e n  in t e r v a l s  
(Halmos [26] p .6 2 ) we may c o n s id e r  th e  p ( * ; * )  o f Theorem 1 .1 .  on ly  
f o r  d i s j o i n t  h a l f -o p e n  i n t e r v a l s .  T h is  i s  som etim es c o n v e n ie n t.
A word on co n v en tio n s  i s  in  o rd e r .  We u se  ’p o in t  p r o c e s s ’ and 
'random  s tre a m ' in te rc h a n g e a b ly ,  d ro p p in g  th e  a d je c t iv e s  i f  no am bigu ity  
a r i s e s .  N o ta t io n a l ly , we w r i te  !!(•)  f o r  an a r b i t r a r y  p o in t  p ro c e s s ,  
b ecau se  o f  th e  1 :1  co rresp o n d en ce  betw een p o in ts  and c o u n ts ,  though 
our o u tlo o k  may v a ry  betw een th e  tw o. IT(.)  i s  a & 'J C U J A  assumed to  be 
f i n i t e  on bounded B o re l s e t s .  A ll  our p o in t  p ro c e s se s  ev o lv e  on th e  
r e a l  l i n e ,  though th e r e  i s  no d i f f i c u l t y  in  p r in c i p le  in  e x te n d in g  th e  
d e f in i t i o n s  a t  l e a s t  t o  h ig h e r  d im ensions (Goldman [22 ]) and. a r b i t r a r y  
spaces (Moyal [6 l ] ) .
4We mention one extension of this basic scheme, due to Matthes [5 5 ].
With each -point t. is associated a mark k. from a fixed measurable1 1
space [K, k ] , so that the event space is ß,, = (-00, °°) x K with
IV
counting measure W(#) taken over sets I x L, where I is a Borel 
set and L o  A. A marked point process (£^,F,/#P) can now be defined 
as before, and has a variety of applications in theory ([55l and 1.4) 
and practice (energies of earthquakes, velocities of cars or electrons).
1.3. Some Properties of Point Processes
A point process N(•) is stationary if all its finite-dimensional 
distributions are invariant under translation. This concept occurs 
frequently in our work. If we define the translation ox^erator T by 
T A = {x:x+t e A}, for some Borel set A, then stationarity means
p(TtA1,... ,TtAk ;r1 ,... ,rk ) = p(A1#... ,\*»r1>... ,r}J  .
SL SWe see that if W( •) is stationary, H(-°°, 00) = *0 or 03 and
P{h({x}) > 0} = 0 for all singletons {x}; cf. Ryll-Nardzewski [7o].
+A stationary stream is orderly if 
P{N[0,t) > 2} = o(t) as t + 0
(Khintchine [39] §l). It has no multiple occurrences if each point of
the stream has multiplicity one. Clearly this is true for orderly 
streams.
A stationary point process is ergodic if all events invariant under 
translation have probability zero or one. A necessary and sufficient
t We write £![a,b) instead of N([a,b)), for typographical convenience.
5condition for ergodicity is (Rosenblatt [73] p.lio)
t"*03 o
The process is mixing if
lim j I P(A n T“XB)dT = P(/;).P(B) for all A,B e r. (l.l)
lim p(A n T^B) = P(A).P(B) for all A,B e F, (l.2)
t -*»
and is weakly mixing if 
. t
lim ~ / I P(A * T“TB) - P( A) .Piß) j dT = 0 for all A,B e F. (1.3) 
t-*» o
Obviously mixing => weak mixing => ergodic (Matthes [55])»
The superposition of n independent point processes Ik ( ,N^(
is simply the aggregation of all their points, and is written E?1—1 i
The finite-dimensional distributions are derived by convolution, so
the probability law of the superposition follows from Theorem 1.1.
A sequence of point processes converges in distribution
d
to a point process N(•), in symbols N^( •) N(*)f if all the finite­
dimensional distributions converge in the usual sense. For a stronger 
concept, see Jirina [33]«
Me can define integrals with respect to a point process (counting 
measure) by*^
for such functions f as ensure the integral exists (Moyal [6l ]) • 
Obviously the class of functions which vanish outside some bounded 
interval makes the integral finite, and other criteria are considered 
later.




6The moment s t r u c t u r e  o f  a p o in t  p ro c e ss  i s  d e te rm in ed  by a s e t  o f 
moment m easu re s, namely e x p e c ta t io n s  o f p ro d u c t co u n tin g  m easures on 
x . . .  x ft. The f i r s t  moment m easure M(•) = E{U(*)} ( i t  i s  e a s i l y  
shown to  a c tu a l ly  be a m easure) i s  always assumed to  be a B o re l 
m easu re , (ilalmos [5 5 ] p .2 2 '3 ). Thus E{N(A)} < 03 fo r  a bounded s e t  A 
w hich im p lie s  N(A) < 00 w ith  p r o b a b i l i t y  one, an assum ption  a lre a d y  
made. I t  i s  easy  to  see  t h a t  f o r  a s ta t io n a r y  p ro c e ss  MCA) = m| A| , 
w here |A { i s  th e  Lebesgue m easure o f A and m = E { N [0 ,l)}  
i s  th e  i n t e n s i t y  o f  th e  p r o c e s s .
The h ig h e r  moment m easures a re  d e f in e d  l i k e  M^0 ^(A x B) = 
E{N(A)N(B)}j and i t  i s  obvious t h a t  th ey  have c o n c e n tra t io n s  on 
s u b se ts  o f  low er d im ension . This i s  in c o n v e n ie n t ,  and i t  i s  more 
u s e f u l  to  work w ith  th e  f a c t o r i a l  moment m easures M ( • )  d e f in e d  by 
analogy  w ith  th e  u s u a l  f a c t o r i a l  moments (Moyal [6 1 K  V ere-Jones
•J*
[8 8 ]) . For example
Vi (A x B) = E{R(A)N(B)} -  E{N(A B )} ,
w hich e q u a ls  (*) i f  A o B = 0 and red u ces  t o  th e  u s u a l
f a c t o r i a l  moment i f  A = B. Under re a so n a b le  c o n d itio n s  ( N( •) 
s t a t io n a r y  and o rd e r ly  f o r  exam ple) th e  a b e r ra n t  c o n c e n tra t io n s  now 
v a n ish .
Me can a ls o  d e f in e  f a c t o r i a l  cum ulant m easures C ( • )  by th e-----------------------------------------------  n
u s u a l  mom ent-cum ulant fo rm u lae . I f  th e s e  m easures a re  a b s o lu te ly  
co n tin u o u s we may speak  o f  f a c t o r i a l  moment and cum ulant d e n s i t i e s
t N ote t h a t  th e  n o ta t io n  o f  th e se  p a p e rs  i s  r e v e rs e d .
7mn ( •) and c ^ ( • ) » w hich a re  th e  p ro d u c t d e n s i t i e s  o f  B a r t l e t t  [ 6 ]  
p p .8 3 , 122. These d e n s i t i e s  e x i s t  f o r  s t a t io n a r y  o rd e r ly  s tream s 
under m ild  e x t r a  c o n d i t io n s .  For a s ta t io n a r y  s tre a m  th e  co v a rian ce  
d e n s ity  c 0 (u , v) = c2 ( u - v ) , and s im i la r ly  in  h ig h e r  d im en sio n s.
F u b in i’ s theorem  now shows th a t  f o r  in t e g r a l s  (1 .4 )
i f  / 1 f( t ) IM (dt) < 00, in  w hich case  th e  i n t e g r a l  e x i s t s .  S im ila r  
c o n s id e ra tio n s  app ly  f o r  h ig h e r  moments; f o r  in s ta n c e
D{/ f ( t )  dN (t)}  = /  f 2 ( t )  M (dt) + / /  f ( t )  f (u ) C2 (d t  x du) (1 .6 )
i f  Cp(«) i s  a B o re l m easure on th e  p la n e  and th e  R .H .S . in t e g r a l s  
converge a b s o lu te ly .  By ta k in g  f  as an in d ic a to r  fu n c tio n  we g e t 
th e  moments o f N[ o 9 t )  in  te rm s o f  moment m easu res. These r e s u l t s  
a re  in  [ 8T1 a [88] and Cox and Lewis [ l 4 ]  c h a p te r  4.
A p o in t  p ro c e ss  i s  w eakly s ta t io n a r y  i f  i t s  f i r s t  and second 
o rd e r  moments a re  i n v a r i a n t  under t r a n s l a t i o n .  U sing th e  i d e n t i t y
2 C o v { u [0 ,t) ,K [ t+ v st+ v + u )} = D (t+ v+ u)-D (t+ v)-D (u+ v)+ D (v), ( l . T )
where D(x) = D{n [ 0 , x ) } 9 D aley [15] has p roved
Lemma 1 .1 . A w eakly  s t a t io n a r y  p o in t  p ro c e ss  u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in es  a 
ö - f i n i t e  m easure y(*)  on [o, 00) f o r  w hich 0 ^y ( [ O, 0 ] )  — as
E{/  f ( t )  dll( t )} = /  f ( t )  M(dt) (1 .5 )
( 1 . 8 )
T his has c lo se  co n n e c tio n s  w ith  th e  s p e c t r a l  a n a ly s is  o f p o in t
8processes introduced in Bartlett [ 1+ ] for orderly streams. If
nrl ft 00y(dG) = y(d0) - is totally finite then c^(u) = /cos 9u y(d6),
and if c ^ O  integrable, as assumed by Bartlett, then y (•) is
absolutely continuous and defines a spectral density function g(0).
Our survey of properties is necessarily brief, and reflects the 
requirements of the thesis. Further general results for point 
processes may be found in Khintchine [39 3 , Ityll-Nardzewski [76],
Slivnyak [78], Matthes et al. [55], [36], [20], Fieger [193, Cox and 
Lewis [lli], and Beutler and Leneman [lo] •
1.U. A Theorem on Stationary Streams
A fundamental result for stationary point processes is that the
parameter A, defined by A = lim t*”1 P{h[o,t) ,> 1}, always exists
t+o
(Khintchine [39] §7). Obviously A <_ m, so that we always have 
A < «>• Korolyuk’s theorem ([39] §11 and Zitek [93]) states that 
orderliness is necessary and sufficient for A = m.
As we know, orderliness implies no multiple occurrences. Conversely, 
Dobrushin’s lemma (Volkonskii [89]) says that if there are no multiple 
occurrences and m < <» then the stream is orderly.
Any extension of Korolyuk’s theorem to non-orderly streams 
requires the notion of a ’batch-size’ distribution for the number in 
a multiple occurrence, if such a quantity exists. Its existence may 
be deduced by the powerful analytical methods employed in Slivnyak 
[78], Beutler and Leneman [10] and Fieger [193 for other purposes.
Recently Milne [58], using a technique of Leadbetter [^3], has given
9a neat proof of more general extensions. We apply the same technique 
to prove Khintchine*s result for a marked point process and show 
how some theorems for general stationary streams flow from it.
Lemma 1,2. For a stationär:/ marked point sequence (&-, F.,, p)
XV I V
P{N([0,t)xL) = 1} _ ( x
H i  ^{N((0,t)xK) > 1} - 7TiL} L K
i i +1Proof: Let y. (L) = 1 if ^ - )  x L) > 1-----  A ir, n n —
exists and is a probability measure over i(
: n
=  0 otherwise
i = 0,l,«..,n-l and L A direct imitation of Leadbetter’s
proof now gives
lim t“1 P{p([0,t)xL) > 1} = E{n ([0,1)xl)} = A(l) , 
tio (1.9)
A(K) = A, the par-ameter. An identical procedure with ^  2 
establishes Dobrushin’s lemma and hence that (1.9) is still true with 
= 1 on the L.H.S. Thus
lim
t4-o
P{i*([Q«t)xL) = 1} „ A(L)
P{N(Lo,t)xK) > 1} “ A 7t(l ) K
•Since A(*) is obviously a finite measure over k the proof is 
complete.
Now for a given stationary stream N(*) we define a new orderly 
stream N*(•) by counting multiple events of W(#) as single events. 
Thus N(#) is a marked point process with K = {1,2,...}, the mark 
of an W'*( •) event being its multiplicity. i!'*( •) is stationary, 




batch-size distribution, i.e. the probability of k events given
CO
that at least one has occurred. The mean batch size is a - E. nkTTk=l k
^00 CO
and Xa = X E.. k7T, = E, _,kX. = m. < 00. k=l k k=l k
It remains only to show that !'!'*(•) is stationary when N( •) is. 
Suppose this were not so. If P*(z ,...,z ; I ,...,I ) are the p.g.fs 
of the joint distributions of N*(•), )z^j <_ 1 i = l,..,,k, then 
for some integer k > 0, some intervals I^,...,I , and some t, we 
must have
P*( z
1 9 ‘ -V t P*( T^T t"*j. X )  (i.io)k
in a neighbourhood of (0,...,0). Otherwise there is a sequence of 
points, having (0,...,0) as a limit point, for which equality holds 
in (1.10), so that it will hold for all z_,...,z in the unit sphere,1 Jrl
a contradiction. Hence taking (z^,...,z^) = (0,...,0) in (1.10), as 
we may, we get
p«(0,...,0; I !»•••,Xk ) t p*(0,...,0; TtI1>... .T1^ ) .
But obviously p‘:'( 0,... ,0; I1 ,..,,I].) = p(0,...,0; I^,...,I^), which 
is stationary by assumption. This contradiction proves that N*( •) 
is stationary, and so any stationary stream may be regarded as a 
stationary marked point process.
Theorem 1.2. For a stationary point process the batch-size
mdistribution tt, exists and has a mean equal to
rL A
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1.5. Some Examples of Point Processes
The most important point process is of course the Poisson 
process , characterised by being the only stationary orderly stream 
■with independent increments i.e. ii(l) , N(j) independent if I p J = 0. 
(Khintchine [39] §3). Its finite-dimensional distributions are thus 
X^roducts of the usual Poisson distributions. If its parameter ( = 
intensity) is A, ?e speak of a Poisson (A) process.
As is well-known, the Poisson process is a special case of a 
renewal process, for which the intervals between events are independent 
(Khintchine [39] §13, Smith [T9])*
Without orderliness we get the compound Poisson process ([35] §8), 
which may have multiple occurrences and is a special case of the 
situation in l.i*. Omitting only stationarity leads to a non-horaogenecus 
Poisson process, where the parameter is new a function of time A(t) 
([39] §5)* When both hypotheses are dropped, the resulting process 
is characterised in Khintchine [38] and Fieger [193* A more general 
non-homogeneous Poisson process assumes that the intensity is a 
measure A(.), which is obviously the expectation measure (cf.
Moyal [6l]).
Another generalisation is to take the time-dependent parameter 
A(t) as a realisation of a stochastic process A(t). This defines 
the class of doubly stochastic Poisson processes, with mean process A, 
introduced by Cox [13] and studied further by Bartlett [I| ], Kingman 




A(t) = / f (t-u)dX(u) (1.11)
-.00
where f is non-negative, integralle and square-integrabie and 
X( •) is an additive homogeneous process with non-negative increments 
(Bartlett [ 6 ] p.l6l). If we assume l{X^(t)} < 00 then (l.ll) 
exists as a mean square convergent integral (Doob [17]) 9^.2). Such 
processes will be called linear stochastic Poisson processes. They 
are of considerable importance in the spectral analysis of point 
processes (Bartlett [U ])5 being a natural generalisation of the 
Poisson process for which a tractable theory can be formulated. Also, 
as noted by Moran [59], the statistical properties of the process can 
be expressed in terms of f, and should be easy to develop.
The properties of doubly stochastic processes are easily aerived 
by conditional arguments (Cox and Lewis [lU] §7.2). They are 
stationary if A is stationary. For linear stochastic Poisson 
processes we only note at present that the index of dispersion 
l(t) = is always convergent as t -► 00, since f is integrable,
and that they are never renewal processes as Kingman’s characterisation 
[^O] for these involves a mean process which is constant over random 
intervals, an obvious impossibility for (l.ll).
A further class is the infinitely divisible point processes 
introduced by Matthes [5 ]^ and Lee [U5] and studied in Kersten and 
Matthes [36]» [ 37 ] 9 Lee [ 1+6 ]» There are several possible definitions: 
(A) If a sequence of independent unL^ofim tij cJsifi'ptotLcjcdlJLij m g t i g Z b l d  
( . )  point processes ^(0} i = l,...,s^ n = 1,2,...
satisfies £ ^  ^ N( •) as n 00 then I\:(*) is infinitely
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divisible. A sequence is u.a.n. if for each bounded interval I
lim max P{W .(I)>0 } = 0.
n-x» l<i<s 11,1---n
(B) If there is a sequence {h .(•)} of independent identicallyn ,i
cl ndistributed point processes such that N(•) = E. _ N .(•) for allI—  _L n , i
n = 1,2,... then K (•) is infinitely divisible.
(c) If all the finite-dimensional distributions of N(*) are 
infinitely divisible then N (•) is infinitely divisible.
For the equivalence of (A)-(c) see e.g. Goldman [23]. From (C), 
the finite-dimensional distributions of an infinitely divisible IT(•) 
are all compound Poisson -with p.g.fs of the form exp(£ni a(m)zrk).
In fact we have
Theorem 1 .3. (Kersten and Matthes [36], Lee [A5]). To each infinitely 
divisible point process (ft, f , P) there corresponds exactly one 
measure P'(.) on F with the properties
(1) P{h(l1) = r^,.. . ,11 (T, ) = rk> = a(rl9...,rk ; ^,...,1^) for all
integers k,r_,... ,r. and intervals I_5...,I, .I k l k
(2) ?{0j = 0.
(3) P{N(l) 4- 0} < 00 for all bounded intervals I.
The KLM (Kersten-Lee-Matthes) measure p is stationary if and only 
if P is.
We may now define regular and singular infinitely divisible point 
processes (Matthes [5I+]) corresponding to P concentrated on members 
of ft having finitely and infinitely many points respectively. Regular 
processes can be characterised in terms of cluster processes (see 3.2).
As an example of a singular ju'ocess we introduce the singular Poisson
process 2^ .,,9 defined as the n-fold superposition of an arbitrary 
point process K(«)9 where n is a Poisson random variable with 
parameter X. If N( *) is stationärer, E, v is obviously a singular 
infinitely divisible point process.
For examples of KLM measures see Lee [ 1+6 ].
2. THE PROBABILITY GENERATING FUNCTIONAL
2.1. Introduction
The probability generating functional (p.g.fl) of a point 
process N(*) is the principal tool used in this thesis. It originated 
in work on population processes (Kendall [3U]9 Bartlett and Kendall [7 Is 
Moyal [bl]), but has recently been extended from this essentially 
finite situation to cases where infinitely many points may occur * 
(Vere-Jones [87]). This is more difficult, and it is with this case 
we are principally concerned,.
The basic properties of the p.g.fl are derived, in close analogy 
with the p.g.f. it generalises, and some examples given. We discuss 
its relation to the factorial moment measures of N( •) • Finally, we 
characterise mixing and ergodic properties of a point process by 
relations involving the p.g.fl, and give applications.
2.2, Definitions and Properties of the p.g.fl
We consider throughout a point process IT(*) whose expectation 
measure is a Bore3. measure. It may or may not be a.s. finite.
Definition. The p.g.fl of N(.) is defined by
GU] = E{exp j log £(t) dN(t)} (2.1)
for a suitable class of functions £.
Suitable classes will be discussed shortly. First we give two 
alternative statements of (2.l) which are both useful in certain
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cases. Clearly equivalent is
G[£] = E{il S(t.)}
i
(2.2)
where the {t_. } are the times of occurrence of the points. If 
the point process is <X.4. and
p^ = Pil^-00,00) = n)
Un(t^,., . ,t^) = distribution function of the t.. given hC-00,00) = n,
For a.s. finite processes these definitions are due to Moyal [6l]; 
in general, see Vere-Jones [87]-
It is clear that heuristically the p.g.fl is an extension of the 
multivariate p.g.f. to the 'generating function' of an infinite set 
of 'random variables' d3?(t). T.Te expect then that its properties 
will be similar to those of the p.g.f. and later we see this is generally 
true.
To ensure that the p.g.fl is non-trivial, the exponent in (2.1) 
must be finite with probability one. Motivated by the analogy with 
the p.g.f. we consider functions £ such that for all real t
then
00
G[g] = l Pn /•••/ 5(t1)...£(tn)dU (2.3)
n=o
0 < £(t) £  1 (2 .1+)
Definition. If £ is measurable and satisfies (2.1+) then
£ C V if £ vanishes outside a bounded interval
£ e L(U) if /|log£(t) |M(dt) <
These are the classes introduced by Vere-Jones [87]* We must further
IT
d ec id e  w hat happens in  (2 .1 )  a t  zero s  o f  £ ( t ) .  I s o l a t e d  ze ro s  a re  
no p rob lem , and i f  £ ( t )  ^ 0 over some s e t  A th e  e x p o n e n t ia l  in  
(2 .1 )  i s  ta k e n  as z e ro , u n le s s  N(a ) = 0 when i t  eq u a ls  one . Now 
s in c e  M(•) i s  a B o re l m easure we have ( c f .  [87])
Lemma 2 .1 . G[£] i s  n o n - t r i v i a l  i f
( i )  IT( • )  i s  a . s .  f i n i t e  
o r  ( i i )  1 -  £ eV
o r ( i i i )  E, e L ei!); in  t h i s  case J [ l  ~ £ ( t) ]M (d t)  < 00 a l s o .
We make th e  co n v en tio n  th a t  t^ tn  fiutuAC. 1V2, uA<l a p*g.fi£ m thout 
Ape.ctfitc njL^ viQMQJi to  E tJd ojid aAAumtng th a t i t  beJLon&6 to  attkoA o£ 
t i l t  above, cJcaAbzA.
The n e x t lemma shows th e  fundam ental r o le  t h a t  th e  p . g . f l  p la y s  
in  th e  th e o ry  o f p o in t  p ro c e s s e s .
Lemma 2 . 2 . (Moyal [ 6 l ] ,  V ere-Jones [ 87])* The p . g . f l  i s  u n iq u e ly  
d e te rm in e d  by N( •) and , c o n v e rs e ly , knowledge o f  th e  p . g . f l  com p le te ly  
d e te rm in e s  th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  s t r u c t u r e  o f  ! ! ( • ) .
An im p o rta n t consequence f o r  us i s  t h a t  th e  p . g . f s  o f th e  j o i n t  
d i s t r i b u t io n s  o f  N ( •) a re  d e r iv e d  from th e  p . g . f l  by s e t t i n g  q ( t )  
e q u a l to  a s im p le  fu n c tio n  (Halmos [26] p .8 4 ) .  B ecause o f a p rev io u s  
c o n v e n tio n , e x p re s s io n s  such as P{N(a ) = 0} come from p u t t in g  
£ ( t )  E 0 f o r  t  0 A.
We now develop  f u r th e r  p r o p e r t i e s  o f th e  p . g . f l .  O bviously
(a )  0 < G[£] < 1 ,
(b ) G i s  m onotonic i . e .  ^  ^  Gfq^l
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(c) Continuity. We might hope that the p.g.fl is always continuous,
in the sense that £ (t) -> E,{t) pointwise as n ■+ implies G[£ ]n * n
-> G[^]. To see this is in general false, consider
?n(t) = i -U-z)x[n>n+1)(t),
so tha.t G[£^ ] = E{z!' ^ n,nTl'}. Clearly E (t) G pointwise as n 
yet G[^n ] need not tend to one (take ll( •) stationary for example). 
However we do have
Theorem 2.1. The p.g.fl is continuous if one of the following holds
(i) H(.) is a.s. finite
(ii) the 1 - 6^ £ V and have a common interval outside which they all 
vanish
(iii) 5n(t) > 5(t) for all a and le L «
(iv) /I ^ n(t) - £(t) I M(dt) ■+ 0 as n 00
(v) 6 £ Lew) and given £ > 0 there is T(e ) such that
/ I log £ (t)|M(dt) < e or / [1-4 (t)]l<l(dt) < e for all n.
111 >T n 11 j >T n
Proof. In each case we prove that / log £ (t)dN(t) j log 4(t)dh(t)
in some sense, as then the hounded convergence theorem ensures continuity.
(i) is obvious (see Harris [26] p.58). The assumptions in (ii) effectively
reduce it to (i) and (iii) follows directly from dominated convergence.
To prove (iv) we have the simple identity (Moyal [62]) 
n n n
n c(ti)- n = z [4(tJ-nUJ]n(t1)..n(ti__1)c(ti+1)..c(tn),
i=l i=l ~ i=l
(2.5)
valid for n = 1,2,... and any functions 4, p. With C - } G = 6
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we see from (2.2) that
|G[Sn] - G[Ü| <E{/|5n(t) - 5(t)|ai!(t)}
= / 1£ (t) - 5( t) |m ( dt) -*■ 0 as n ■+
Of course, to write do^m g [£] implies that E, is suitable in the 
sense of Lemma 2.1. Conditions (ii), (iii), (iv) all ensure that 
the limit is suitably integrable. If now we assume this explicitly 
then taking + ^|t|>T and- recaH i nS that M( •) is a Borel
measure, (i) and (iv) can be used to establish (v). ▼
(d) Characterisation. An interesting question is, what functionals 
over V are p.g.fls? In the a.s. finite case, Harris [28] p.58 
gives a result involving those functionals whose arguments are simple 
functions; a similar theorem for Laplace functionals may be found in 
Ji]?ina [32], Mcyal [6l] has a characterisation in terms of restrictions 
to finite subsets of the population space. Our result is not 
essentially new, and draws on all these three theorems.
The basic technique is due to Harris ([28] p.53)9 namely that 
a set of functions p (A1 ,... ,A, ; r^,...,rk ) satisfying (./)-(4) for 
dÄAjOÄJlÄ sets (with slight changes in condition (3)) can be uniquely
extended to functions p(A^,..,,A^.; r^,...,r^) satisfying (7) ~ (4) 
and agreeing with the p (•;•) whenever the A_^  are disjoint.
Theorem 2.2. Sur)pose we have a functional G[^] defined whenever 
1 - Es e V and continuous for sequences satisfying Theorem 2.l(ii).
Further, if 1 - E, is a simple function in V, i.e. 1 - £(t) =
n k (l-z.)xA (t) where the Borel sets A. are disjoint, suppose i—1 i i
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C-m = P(zl9...,z^; A^,... ,-yJ is the p.g.f. of an n-dimensional 
random variable. Then G[£] is the p.g.fl of a point process.
Proof. Let the n-dimensional distributions associated with 
P(zl9...,zk ; A1 ,...»Ak ) be p^(A ,... ,P ; r ,*..,r )# for disjoint 
A^. Now in the consistency conditions
(7) holds because p (•;•) is certainly a probability distribution,
(4‘) holds by the obvious relation P( z^,... ,z ,1; A1>...,Ak ,Ak+^) =
* * * * 5 ’ ^2. * * * * *  ^*
(3) holds as P(z,z; A^,A0) = P(z; A^ t./ A^) obviously, and this 
can be extended to the disjoint collections {A^} making up the
(for explanation see Harris [28] pp.53- 5*0 5
(4) holds by the continuity of G for functions of the form
£ (t) = 1 - (I-z )Xa (t), bounded A 4 0, for which C 1 pointwise. n n n
So we may extend the p (•;•) uniquely to a consistent set of 
functions, in the sense of 1.2, and by Theorem 1.1 there is a unique 
point process N( •) whose finite-dimensional distributions over disjoint 
Borel sets A1>...,Ak are pQ(A^,...,Ak ; r^,...,rk ). N(•) has a 
p.g.fl G*[£], 1 - £ £ V, which must agree with G[£] over simple 
functions. But arbitrary 1 - £ e V can be approximated uniformly 
by an increasing sequence of simple functions (Haimos [263 p.05), 
and G, G* are continuous for such sequences by hypothesis and 
Theorem 2.l(ii) respectively. Therefore they agree for all 4 such 
that 1 - £ £ V. ▼
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(e) Convergence« One of the most useful properties of the p.g.f. is 
that it provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence 
of discrete probability measures, A similar result holds for convergence 
in distribution of point processes, namely
Lemma 2,3. (Vere-Jones [c7 J) • A sequence of point processes iHn(0^ 
converges in distribution to a point process N(») if and only if the 
associated p.g.fls converge i.e. G [£] -*■ G[£] for 1 - c, e V.
The sufficiency is obvious, and the necessity is proved by 
approximating E, above and below by simple functions and using the 
monotonicity and continuity (Theorem 2,l(ii) again) of the p.g.fl.
Vie remark that a stronger assertion, corresponding to the weak 
convergence of measures, is given for Laplace functionals by Jirina [33], 
Lemma 2,3 can be generalised slightly if we assume only that 
the sequence G^ [ £ ] converges to some functional G[£], 1 - £ £ V. 
Specifically, we have
Theorem 2,3. A sequence of point processes {N (•)) converges in 
distribution to a point process £1 (•) if and only if the p.g.fls 
G [£] converge to a functional G[£], 1 - £ £ V, which is continuous 
for sequences £ (t) -*■ 1 pointwise. Then G[k] is the p.g.fl 
of N(*).
Proof. The ’only if' part follows es before. For the sufficiency,
take a simple function s(t) = 1 - _(l-z.)xA (t). G [£] =i=l 1 A. n1
Pß ( z^,..., ; A^,...,jA^) is therefore the p.g.f. of some joint
distribution of !'! (•) which converges to a function G[£ ] =
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P(z^,...»z^; A1#... ,A ) that is continuous as (z^,...9z^) -*• (l,...,l). 
So G[£] is also a p.g.f., by a standard result, and therefore all 
the joint p.g.fs of rl^ (.) converge to a set of p.g.fs. We must 
now prove that these limit p.g.fs e-re consistent, in the sense of
satisfying (/)-(4). It is easy to see that
0)» P(z] ,z?;Al9A j - ;lim Pn (zi’z;?;Ai ,A2) >= lim P ( z_ , z n 2 1 ;A2»a 1)n^ c° n-KO
= p (Z2»zl5A2*A.^ ) etc,
as the P satisfy (?) •
(O’ Pr/Z1,Z2 ;A1'A2) - P( z1*z2*AV ,A2) by hypothesis
and Pn(z1 ,l;A1 »A2) = Pn(z1 ;A1) by (2)
i.e. P(z1 ,1;A1,A2) r: P( Z 1 5 A^ ) etc «
(3). Pn^ Z1 ,Z2 jZ3;A1»A-2 ,Ai " V  * P(z1,Z2 ’Z 39 Al 5 A2 * Ai L A0) ,A1 o A,
and Pn(zr z2 ’z3 ;Al 9 a2 •Ai u V  = P ( n zl+z3,Z2+Z3 ’Al ,A2^ by (3 )
-> P(zX+Z3 ’W V V etc.
(4)8 Take a sequence of bounded sets A t 0 and define a simple 
function sm (t) = 1-(1-z) (t). Then ^m(t) ->■ 1 pointwise as m -> 00 
and so G[^m ] ^ G[l] = 1. But G[?m ] = P(z;A ).
So the limit distributions form a consistent set, and by Theorem 
1.1 there is a unique point process K (•) having them as its finite­
dimensional distributions. If N( •) has p.g.fl G*[§], 1 - E, e V,
then the 8 on ]y if* part gives G [t] + G#[£] whereas G [£] G[S]n n
by hypothesis. Thus G[€] is the p.g.fl of N(•). ▼
(f) Superposition. As we might expect from the p.g.f. analogy, 
superposition of independent streams is equivalent to multiplication
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of the p.g.fls. Thus if N^( •) 3 • • * 3. ,H., ( •) are independent point
processes with p.g.fls G^[£],.3 » • • 3
k
G[$] = II G [£] 
i=l
(2.6)
This is immediately apparent from (2.1) or (2.2).
In view of Lemma 2.2 the p.g.fl is obviously a very powerful aid 
in the study of point processes, containing, as it does, information 
about all aspects of the process. Its disadvantage, however, is that 
it is rarely obtainable in closed form unless the point process involved 
is related to the Poisson process. We give some examples of this below. 
Nevertheless it is a valuable tool in a variety of theoretical problems, 
such as characterisations of ergodic and mixing properties (Section 
2.H), the theory of cluster processes (Chapter 3) and limit theorems 
for point processes (Chapter 1+).
The fundamental point process is, as we have seen, the Poisson 
process. The completely random property of this process makes the 
calculation of its p.g.fl particularly simple. We have, for a Poisson 
(A( •)) process
cf. Ryll-Nardzewski [751» Moyal [6l], Shiryaev [77]. In particular, 
for the stationary Poisson (A) process
These results are used repeatedly.
The p.g.fls of many point processes related to the Poisson process
G[£] = exp{- /[1 - £(t)]A(dt)} (2.7)
G[£] = exp {-A/[l-£(t)]dt}. (2.8)
may be readily deduced from (2,7). We do this only for the doubly
2 h
stochastic Poisson process with a stationary mean process A(t).
First we need a new concept.
Definition. The Laplace functional of a non-negative stochastic 
process Y(t) is
lyUJ = (2.9)
where £(•) is a totally finite measure on the Borel sets of the line.
Clearly, a sufficient condition for (2.9) to he non-trivial is that
Y(t) be stationary with finite mean. This definition is based on
Shiryaev [77]; for a related idea see Jirina [32], [33]*
No t , conditional on a realisation A(t) of A(t), the doubly
stochastic Poisson process is a non-homogeneous Poisson process and
so from (2.7) G[£] = i#e#
t
G[£] = La [/ tl - 5(u)]du], (2.10)
_oo
a result due to Bartlett (discussion to Cox [13]; see also [ U ] 
and Mecke [57])• This emphasises the close connection between the 
statistical properties of a doubly stochastic Poisson process and 
its mean process.
2.3. The Connection with Moment Measures
We saw in 1.3 that with any point process there is associated 
a set of factorial moment measures. We noted that these measures are 
more convenient than the usual moment measures, and it is because they 
are so intimately related to the p.g.fl that we prefer to work with 
this functional rather than the characteristic or moment generating
functionals.
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Formally, the relationship is very simple. If all relevant 
moment measures exist then on expanding the logarithm and exponential 
of (2.1) in their power series we have (Moyal [6l], Vere-Jones [87])
To put these relations on a more rigorous footing we first establish 
a Taylor-type expansion of the p.g.fl to a finite number of terms, in 
analogy with results for characteristic functions (Lukacs [53] p.3l). 
This requires
Lemma 2.U. If £^,...,8^  are real numbers, 0 < £ < 1 i = 1,...,N,
where N is an arbitrary positive integer, and we take
and
l ’ “ * ’
(2.12)
Qjj = n ( 1-^) = 1 - N2 S* +
i=l
(2.13)
w h e r p  n = 2 T. E . .E . nnrt
for all N and m,n = 1,2,..., [— ]'
^ [x] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x.
2 6
Proof. A simple direct proof by induction is possible. However we 
note that this is a very special case of Bonferroni’s inequalities 
on the probabilities of combined events (Moran [6o] §1.18), if we 
interpret the as the probabilities of a set of independent
events A^. Putting m = 1 in Theorem 1.5 of [6o], 1 -
becomes equal to because of the assumed independence, and the
lemma follows immediately. ▼
Corollary. (i) 0 < 0 - s(2nHl)“ N N - ^ n 2m <_ K
(ii) 0 < 0 - s^ 2n_1^- %  SH - q2m-l 2m-1 £ N
(iii) 0 < S?m) - Q,- N IT - 0i2m+l 2m+l < N
(iv) 0 < s(2m) - 0- N IT 2m £ N
J-V»Theorem 2.^. For a point process N(•) with p.g.fl G[£] whose m
factorial moment measure is a Borel measure,
2
G[l-e53 = l-e/C(t)M(dt) + |y Mpaq.atp---
Cl
+(-l)m /../C(t1)..5(tm )Mm (dt1,..,atm )+o(em ) (2.15)
where £ £ V and 0 < E < 1.
Proof. Consider the function
Fm(e,S) = e ' ^ - l J ^ h n t i - e e t q J l - l + e / S C t J d H t t ) -
-2
- 27 / / 5(t1)5(to)0E(t1)dK(t )
• v t 2
+..+(-1 )”' ^  /../ C(t )..5(t )an(t )..dH(t )} .m! t , >#t 1 m l  m
1 m
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For a realisation {t.} of N(») we may rewrite the integrals as 
sums so that if N = N (I) , I the support of
iJ 2 _m
r (e,e) = ) { n (l-eci)-l+eq,1 - §7 <^ +..+(-1)“ q j  (2.l6)
i=l
where = £(t^) and the sums are zero for m > N.
Since £ £ V, N is finite with probability one. Because the
m'"" factorial moment measure is a Borel measure we see from (2.1o)
and the Corollary to Lemma 2.4 that r^(e,^) is positive, bounded
by a random variable with finite expectation, namely
—7* / v • ,/ £(t-,)..£(t )dN(t_)..dM(t ), and a*5-* 0 as e + 0. So ei! t-,#..^t 1 m 1 m1 m
by dominated convergence
E{r^(e,^)} ->0 as e 0
for £ g V, which proves the theorem. ▼
Corollary 1. If the (m+l)st moment measure is also a Borel measure,
the error term o(sm ) is bounded by em+ly. ,/£(+), ,£(t )M ^(t^,.. ,t_i+^ )
This follows from (i) and (iii) of the Corollary to Lemma 2.4.
It shows that there is a simple estimate for the remainder term in 
(2.15) if we assume the existence of higher-order moment measures.
Corollary 2. Under the conditions of the theorem
2
H[l-e£] = - {e/C(t)C1(dt) + |y//5(t1)5(t2)C2(dt1 ,dt2)+ .. 
m
+ f r /../€(t1)..?(tii)Cm(dti,..,dtju)} + o(e-) .
Corollary 2 follows from the well-known expression log(l-x) =
2 m m
~{x + +..*5- — } + o(x3a). We remark that the remainder o(e ) here1 2 m
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is not estimable in the simple manner of Corollary 1. For consequences
of this complication, see Chapter bt
A result for characteristic functionals similar to Theorem 2»k
is given by Shiryaev [77], although he assumes •) to exist and
has remainder 0(em+^). If ve have 1-C £ L(e ), rather than £ £ V,
the proof is still valid provided we also assume that
/. ./£>( t^). .£( tm )^m (dt^,.. ,dt^) < 00, which holds automatically when
£ £ V and M (•) is a Borel measure, m
Equation (2.15) or a direct approach shows that the p.g.fl uniquely 
determines all existing factorial moment (and cumulant) measures. In 
fact there is a simple method of calculating them directly from the 
p.g.fl, given in the a.s. finite case by Moyal [6l]. If we choose non­
negative constants x^,..,x^_ and functions suitably then




e { 2. £ e (t ) n [ t *  e (t )]}
1 k 'k . ,ik (o,..o)
= / • ■ .?k (tk )Mk(dt1 ,.. ,dt,.),
and now put £. (t) = X A (t) for Borel sets A.. A suitable class of i A^ i
^1****^T ^ a t  ^or which "the integrals involved are all finite; as 
usual, this is true for e V and M, (.) a Borel measure.
3 - K
The converse question is probably more interesting, namely when 
do the factorial moment measures uniquely determine the point process?
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This i s  a random p ro c e ss  analogue o f  th e  problem  o f  moments ( F e l l e r  
[18] p .1 8 7 , Leonov [ i+T 1» [ 1 8 ] ) .  In  [18] 5 Leonov has a com prehensive 
d is c u s s io n  o f t h i s  to p ic .  Our aims a re  more m odest, and ve  s t a t e
on ly  th e  s im p le s t  o f  r e s u l t s .  From (2 .1 5 ) and th e  C o ro lla ry  to  Lemma 2 .1 .
m
G [l-x £ ] = l - x /S ( t ) M ( d t )  + . .+ ( - 1 ) ^  ~  / . . / 8 ( t  ) . . l ( t  )M (d t  , . . ,d t  )m! '  * 1 m rn 1 m
+ —r  R [£]m! m
where 0 <_ £  / •  » / £ ( t ^ ) . . £ ( t  )M (d t  , . .  , d t ^ ) » i f  a l l  th e  in t e g r a l s
e x i s t .  T h is i s  c e r t a in ly  t r u e  f o r  £ e V; th e n  i f  th e  bounded i n t e r v a l  
I  i s  th e  su p p o r t o f  £
Rm[£j] £  M^(l x . .  x I )  = y [m] ( I ) » 111 f a c t o r i a l  moment o f  K ( l ) .
1 inSo when a l l  f a c t o r i a l  moment m easures e x i s t  and y y  x y ^ j ( l )  ■+ 0 as
m + oo, f o r  some x > 0 and a l l  I ,  th e  fo rm al s e r i e s  ( 2 .1 l )
converges and G i s  u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in ed  by th e  c o e f f i c i e n t s
/ . . / £ (  t  ) . . £ ( t  )M ( d t  , . . , d t  ) f o r  a l l  t, e V, hence by {M ( • ) } .  - L m m ± m  m
Theorem 2 . 5 « A p o in t  p ro c e ss  W(*) i s  u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in ed  by i t s
moment s t r u c t u r e  i f  f o r  a l l  bounded in t e r v a l s  I  and some x > 0
VJu ] ( I )  ■*0 as n  -  “ •
A s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n  f o r  t h i s  i s  l im  sup  jj- pr'/ ? ( l )  = a ( l )  > 0 ,
m -► oo
a l l  I  ( F e l l e r  [ l 8 ] ) p .1 8 7 ) .
2 .1 .  C h a ra c te r is a t io n s  o f  E rg o d ic ity  and M ixing
Leonov [17] has g iv e n ,  w i th o u t  p r o o f ,  a s e r i e s  o f  theorems 
c h a r a c t e r i s i n g  e r g o d ic i ty  and m ixing i n  a  s t a t i o n a r y  p ro c e ss  i n  terms
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of relations involving its characteristic functional. We will now 
derive analogous results for point processes and their p.g.fls, 
and give some examples. Similar ideas occur’ throughout general 
ergodic theory (e.g. Jacobs [31]).
The concepts of ergodicity and mixing for stationary point 
processes were introduced in 1.3, where we saw that both are equivalent 
to expressions involving limits of probabilities over measurable sets, 
i.e. members of F. We first consider ergodic point processes.
Theorem 2.6. A stationary point process hT( •) with p.g.fl G[£] is
ergodic if and only if 
n t
i i m £ j  G [ 5 s T j a x  = g [5 ]g [5,3 (2.IT)
t-x» O
for 1-£1# l-?2ev or £1#£2 £ L(n ), where SX£(u) = 5 (u-t ).
Proof. Suppose N(*) is ergodic. Then from (l.l) 
t
lim ^  / P(A - T“TB)dT = ?(a )P(B) (2.18)
t-*» Z o
for any A, B £ F and so certainly for the cylinder sets 
{N : N(l ) = n ,.. ,N(l ) = n, } , I ,.. ,1 any Borel sets and k,n ,. . ,n._ 
any integers. Thus 
1 tlim —  / P(w(l1)=n1,..sN(lk)=nk ,N(J +T)=u^#..,W(J^+x)=m^}dT 
t_>co o
= P{N(l1)=n1,.. ,K(lk)=nk }P{l'l(J1)=m1 ,.. ,W( (2.19)
and it follows that the same relation holds for the corresponding
p.g.fs, namely
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lim ^ / P( 1^> • • »I-;,-»'^2 5 * * }<^ o ’ Yp9 • • >y^9 zi» • • sz£ jT)dT 
t-*» O
— p ( »• •» ;y-|5**>y|r)p(i-|9**>J^3Z|-j>**Jz£) • (2.20)
Finally, since any measurable £ can be uniformly approximated by 
an increasing sequence of simple functions, for which (2.IT) holds 
by (2.20), we see that (2,17) is true for arbitrary £^, £^ in 
the appropriate classes.
Conversely, if (2,17) holds then by talcing £^, £^ to be simple 
functions we deduce (2,20) and hence (2.19), since the L.H.S, of 
(2.20) is itself a p.g.f. (of the probability measure on the L.H.S. 
of (2.19)), and convergence of p.g.fs implies convergence of 
probabilities. So the ergodic relation (2.l8) is established for 
the cylinder sets of F. To show that it holds for any measurable 
sets we use the following lemma, which is almost certainly known from 
general ergodic theory. As no specific statement of it has been 
found, we include a proof for completeness.
Lemma 2.5. Let R be a ring, with generated C-ring F(k) and an 
associated probability space (Q, F,P ). Let T be a measure­
preserving transformation of & into itself. Then if
lim P(A r\ T-tB) = P(A)P(B)
t-*»
for any A, B 0 R, it holds for any A,B e F(:°).
Proof. From Haimos [26] p*56 we see that for any e > 0 and each
set E in F(R) there is a set E in U such that P(E A E ) < e.£
Not given e > 0 and arbitrary A, B in F(P.) with their 
’approximating’ sets A£ , in R, consider
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'f = I P( A o  T- t B) -  P(A)P(B)|
< I P(A c: T_ t B) -  P(A£ ' T_ t B£ ) |  + |P(A£ T_ t Be ) -  FCA^PCB^ |
+ |P(A )P(B ) -  P(A)P(B) I 
= W1 ( t , e )  + W? ( t , e )  + W3 ( t , e )  say .
And ( i )
Wn ( t , e )  £  | P ( A a T- t B) -  P(A£ A T ^ B ) !  + |P(A£ n T ^ B )  -  P(A£ n T” ^ )  
w h i l e  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  s e t s  X, Y, Z
P(X A Z) £  P{(X A Z) n  Y} > P{(X ^ Y) -  (Z ^  Y)}
> |P(X a  Y) -  P(Z /■ Y)I
so t h a t
I P(A ' T_ t B) -  P(Ae ' T_ t B) |  <_ P C  A A A£ ) < £
IP(A n T_ t B) -  P(A T_ t B ) < P(T_ t B A T_ t B )
£ £  £  £
= p(B A B ) < e
because  T i s  m e a s u r e - p re s e r v in g .  Thus 
W1 ( t , e )  < 2e f o r  a l l  t .
( i i )  S ince  A o  A = (A A A ) cy (A A A ) ,
S o  o
P(A) < P(A a a ) + p(A ^  A )
—  £  £
< £ + P(A )
“  £
and s i m i l a r l y  f o r  P(B) .  T h e re fo re
P(A)P(B) < e 2 + 2e + P(Ae )P(B£ ) 
and by symmetry W ( t , e )  < 3e f o r  a l l  t .
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(iii) W^vtjS) < £ for t sufficiently large, by hypothesis.
From (i), (ii), (iii) W < 6e if t sufficiently large. As this 
is true for arbitrary £ > 0 and any A, B £ F(R) the lemma is 
proved. f
Now the cylinder sets in F form a semi-ring whose generated 
ring is the finite union of disjoint cylinders. (Halmos [26] p,26). 
Equation (2.18) obviously holds for the generated ring and, as an 
easy consequence of Lemma 2.5, it holds also for the C-ring generated 
by the semi-ring, that is for all measurable sets. This proves the 
converse proposition and hence the theorem. ▼
An exactly similar argument proves
Theorem 2,7. A stationary point process N(«) with p.g.fl G[£] is 
mixing if and only if
lim = G[61]g [62 ] (2.21)
IT00
for 1-q, 1-C2 £ V or gltg2 £ L(H).
Obviously, a like result is true for weakly mixing processes.
We now look for examples of ergodic and mixing point processes. 
Such processes are of interest in a variety of applications as the 
mixing condition (1.2), or (2.2l), is a form of asymptotic independence 
of the numbers of points in widely separated intervals. Such a 
condition is often what seems required to prove limit theorems for 
point processes; similar considerations for mixing sequences of random 
variables have been intensively studied in recent years (e.g. Ibragimov 
[30]).
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S in ce  th e  s t a t io n a r y  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  has in d ep en d en t in c rem en ts  
ire e x p e c t t h a t  i t  i s  m ix ing  (and hence e rg o d ic  c f .  1 .3 ) .  T his i s  
e a s i l y  p ro v ed  on s u b s t i t u t i n g  (2 .8 )  in  ( 2 .2 1 ) .  L ik ew ise , p ro c e s se s  
r e l a t e d  to  th e  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  sh o u ld  be m ix in g , and we prove t h i s  
f o r  doubly s to c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro c e s s e s .
Theorem 2 .8 . A doubly  s to c h a s t ic  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  w ith  s ta t io n a r y  
mean p ro c e ss  A (t)  i s  m ix ing  i f  A i s  m ix ing .
P ro o f . We need  a s l i g h t  m o d if ic a t io n  o f Leonov’ s [4rf] c h a r a c te r i s a t io n  
o f m ixing  s to c h a s t i c  rx ro cesse s . S in ce  A (t) i s  n o n -n e g a tiv e  and 
s ta t io n a r y  i t s  L ap lace  f u n c t io n a l  i s  w e l l -d e f in e d ,  and from  [47]
Theorem 1 we e a s i l y  deduce t h a t  A i s  m ix ing  i f  and on ly  i f
lim  L .[5 1+St ? 2 ] = L . U p  LaU ? ] (2 .2 2 )
t-K »
f o r  a l l  t o t a l l y  f i n i t e  m easures £ ,
From (2 .1 0 ) we can tra n s fo rm  th e  m ix ing  c o n d itio n  (2 .2 1 ) i n to  
an e x p re s s io n  in v o lv in g  th e  L ap lace  f u n c t io n a l  o f A. We w r i te  
L[£] fo r  L [ /  £ (u )d u ] .  O bviously
“ OO
GtS-jMy = ly i-c p lp -S y
f o r  l - £  , -‘•-So 6 s0  e s t a t l : '-s ^  (2 .2 1 ) we must show
lim  L [ l - g 1St 52 ] = lira  L. [ l - ^ + l - S ^ g ]  (2 .2 3 )
t-K »  t-K »
P u t = l - £ ^ , so  t h a t  r). e V i  = 1 ,2 .  Then
i-SiSt C2 = 1-S1+51(1-St 52) = n1+s1st n2
and
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o < l a[i - 5 vs\ >] -  ^[n-L+s^p]
= LA[n1+C1st n£] - LA[n1+st n9]
= E {exp{-/A (u) [n l ( u ) H 1 (u )n 2 ( u - t )  ]du}.
( l - e x p { - / A ^ n ^ u j r ^ u - t j d u } )  }
<_ E { l- exp[- /X (u)n1(u)n2 (u- t)du}
<_ E{/A(u)n1(u)ri2 (u- t)du}
= E(A(u) }/n-L(u )i1 p (u -t)  du
s in c e  A i s  s ta t io n a r y  w ith  f i n i t e  mean. But th e  P. a re  in t e g r a b l e ,  
so th e  l a s t  e x p re s s io n  te n d s  to  zero  as t  00. T his p roves ( 2 . 2 3 ) ,
and th e  theorem  fo llo w s  from ( 2 .2 2 ) .  ▼
A co rre sp o n d in g  r e s u l t  can be p roved  i f  A i s  on ly  e rg o d ic .  Because 
l i n e a r  p ro c e s se s  a re  a l l  m ix ing  (R o s e n b la tt  [73] p . 112) we have
C o ro l la ry . A l i n e a r  s to c h a s t ic  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  i s  m ix ing , and hence 
e rg o d ic .
From th e  e rg o d ic  v e r s io n  o f  Theorem 2 .8  i t  i s  easy  to  see t h a t  a 
mixed P o isso n  p ro c e ss  i s  e rg o d ic  i f  and on ly  i f  th e  m ixing  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
i s  c o n c e n tra te d  a t  one p o in t ,  an o b s e rv a tio n  w hich i s  c l e a r  in d e p e n d e n tly . 
(The c o r o l la r y  does n o t app ly  b ecau se  o b v io u s ly  a p ro c e ss  w ith  a . s .  
c o n s ta n t  r e a l i s a t i o n s  i s  n e i th e r  m ixing  no r e rg o d ic ) .
K e rs te n  and M atthes [37] g iv e  a number o f  r e s u l t s  on m ixing and 
e r g o d ic i ty  o f  i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i s i b l e  p o in t  p ro c e s s e s .  For r e l a t e d  
id e a s ,  see  s e c t io n  3 .^ .
3, CLUSTER PROCESSES
3.1. Introduction
Cluster processes have developed coincidentally with point 
processes both because of their considerable practical application 
and because they are one of the few classes of point processes for 
which a reasonable theory can be derived. They have their origin in 
work on contagion mechanisms in ecology (Thompson [8U]), but have 
since been applied to such diverse questions as the distribution of 
galaxies in space (Neyman and Scott [66], [67]), the flow of motor 
traffic (Bartlett [4 ]), computer failures (Lewis [1+9 J» [5c]) and 
the occurrence of earthquakes (Vere-Jones [88]). So both one­
dimensional and multi-dimensional cluster processes are of interest, 
though as usual we consider only the former. Important theoretical 
contributions are due to Moyal, who first pointed out the applicability 
of the p.g.fl to cluster processes in the discussion to [67] and 
subsequently developed a comprehensive theory in [6l], [62].
In this chapter we define the general cluster process, indicate 
some simple properties and introduce useful special cases. We study 
the existence of such processes, in a reasonable sense, and also 
their mixing and asymptotic properties. Finally, we derive some 
results for two cluster models used in practice.
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3 .2 .  D e f in it io n »  P ro p e r t ie s  and Examples o f  C lu s te r  P ro c e s se s
A c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  N( •) has tiro com ponents, th e  p ro c e ss  o f 
c l u s t e r  c e n tre s  N ( • )  and th e  p ro c e s s  o f c l u s t e r  members Ns (*)«
Each p o in t  o f  th e  c l u s t e r  c e n tre  p ro c e ss  i s  assumed to  i n i t i a t e  a 
c l u s t e r  member p r o c e s s , g e n e ra lly  c a l le d  a in d e p e n d e n tly
f o r  each p o in t .  The c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  c o n s is ts  o f th e  s u p e rp o s i t io n  
o f  a l l  th e  c l u s t e r s ,  and p o s s ib ly  a ls o  th e  c l u s t e r  c e n t r e s .  In  
g e n e ra l  we w i l l  assume th e se  to  be  gxcXacidd.
I f  th e  c l u s t e r  c e n tre  p ro c e s s  has p . g . f l  G^[£] and th e  p . g . f l  
o f  a  c l u s t e r ,  g iv en  i t s  c e n tre  i s  a t  t ,  i s  C -^ t^ lt] , th e n  th e  
in d e p en d en t developm ent o f  c l u s t e r s  shows t h a t  c o n d i t io n a l  on a 
r e a l i s a t i o n  {t^ }  o f  tTc (*) 'the p . g . f l  o f  th e  e n t i r e  p ro c e s s  i s  
IL C v ,[£ |t^ ] . Thus th e  p . g . f l  o f  a c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  i s  g iv e n  by th e  
fundam en ta l r e l a t i o n
G U ] = G ^ G g U l t ] ] ,  (3 .1 )
a r e s u l t  due to  Moyal ( d is c u s s io n  to  [67] ) .  This compact fo rm u la tio n  
o f a c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  w i l l  be  very  u s e f u l  in  th e  s tu d y  o f  a w ide range 
o f  i t s  p r o p e r t i e s .
E q u a tio n  (3 .1 )  has been  f u r th e r  in v e s t ig a te d  by Moyal [ 6 l ] ,  [ C 2 ] ,  
r e g a rd in g  i t  as th e  f i r s t  ‘g e n e r a t io n ’ o f a g e n e ra l is e d  b ra n c h in g  
p ro c e s s  (se e  a l s o  H a r r is  [28] c h a p te r  3 ) ,  and V ere-Jones [87] ,  [88] 
s p e c i f i c a l l y  in  our c o n te x t .  They d e r iv e ,  in  p a r t i c u l a r ,  e le g a n t  
r e l a t i o n s  fo r  th e  f a c t o r i a l  moment and cum ulant m easures o f  !?(•) 
in  te rm s o f th o se  f o r  If ( • )  and if g ( • ) 5 though th e s e  do n o t
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concern  u s .  In  [ k  ] th e re  i s  work on th e  s p e c t r a l  a n a ly s is  and 
i n t e r v a l  p r o p e r t ie s  o f  c l u s t e r  p ro c e s s e s .
We n ex t g iv e  some exam ples o f  p a r t i c u l a r  c l u s t e r  m o d e ls , 
in tro d u c e d  by v a r io u s  a u th o rs ,  and d e r iv e  t h e i r  p . g . f l s  from (3 • l )  
w here p o s s ib le .
(a )  Compound P o isso n  p ro c e ss  ( s e c t io n  1 .5 ) .  Here a l l  th e  c lu s t e r  
members o ccu r s im u lta n e o u s ly  a t  th e  c l u s t e r  c e n t r e .  I f  {p^} i s  
th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f c l u s t e r  s i z e ,  w ith  p . g . f .  P ( z ) ,  th e n
G K ] = e x p f / ( l - P [ £ ( t )  ] )A (dt)}  (3 .2 )
(b ) G/G/°° q u eu e . Each c l u s t e r  c e n tre  ( a r r i v a l )  p roduces e x a c tly  
one c l u s t e r  member (d e p a r tu re )  a f t e r  a random tim e ( s e r v ic e  t im e ) .  In  
o th e r  w o rd s , th e  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  i s  th e  o u tp u t s tre a m . I f  th e  s e rv ic e  
tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  F (x ) ,  th e n  V ere-Jones [87] shows
oo
G U I = G1 [/  £ ( t+ x )  d F (x )] (3 .3 )
o
(c )  N eym an-Scott m odel (Neyman and S c o t t  [8 6 ] ,  [ 6 7 ] ) .  A P o isso n  
(X) p ro c e s s  o f  c l u s t e r  c e n tre s  t r i g g e r s  c lu s t e r s  whose members a re  
in d e p e n d e n tly  and i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  ab o u t th e  c l u s t e r  c e n tre  
w ith  d i s t r i b u t i o n  F (x ) .  I f  P (z )  i s  th e  p . g . f .  o f th e  c l u s t e r  s i z e ,  
assumed a . s .  f i n i t e ,  th e n
G U ] = exp { - A /( l - P [ /£ ( t+ x )  d F (x ) ] )  d t j ,  (3J+)
as shown by Moyal (se e  [ 88 ] ) .
(d) B a r t le t t -L e w is  model ( B a r t l e t t  [ 4 ] ,  Lewis [ 8 9 ] ) .  Again Hc (») 
i s  a P o isso n  (X) p r o c e s s ,  b u t  noT,r th e  c l u s t e r  members form a f i n i t e  
renew al p ro c e ss  fo llo w in g  th e  c l u s t e r  c e n t r e .  The p . g . f l  cannot be
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w r i t t e n  in  c lo se d  form h e re ,  e x c e p t as a s e r i e s  o f  m u l t ip le  
i n t e g r a l s  c f .  (2 * 3 ).
(e ) E arthquake  model (V ere-Jones  [£7] ) .  N ( • )  i s  a n o n -
CO
homogeneous P o isso n  ( y ( t ) )  p r o c e s s ,  t  _> 0 and /  y ( t ) d t  < 00.
Then
00
Gp [ £ | t ]  = exp { - /  y ( x - t ) [ l - £ ( x ) ] d x } , 
t
so  t h a t  w ith  a P o isso n  (A) c e n tre  p ro c e ss
00
G[£j = exp {—X /(1 -  exp{ - /  y ( x ) [ l - £ ( x + t ) ] d x } ) d t}  (3 .5 )
o
Models ( a ) ,  ( c ) ,  ( d ) ,  ( e ) ,  and (b)  f o r  M/G/00, a re  s p e c ia l  cases 
o f  th e  g e n e ra l P o isso n  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  w here th e  c l u s t e r  c e n tre s  
form  a P o is so n  p ro c e s s  and th e  c lu s t e r s  a re  a r b i t r a r y .  Such p ro c e s se s  
a re  s tu d ie d  in  M atthes e t .  a l .  [3 6 ] , [3 7 ] , [5^] and Goldman [23] 
in  th e  c o n te x t o f  i n f i n i t e l y  d iv i s i b l e  p o in t  p ro c e s s e s ,  as i t  tu rn s  
ou t t h a t  th e y  a re  e x a c t ly  e q u iv a le n t  to  th e  r e g u la r  i n f i n i t e l y  
d iv i s i b l e  p ro c e s se s  ( s e c t io n  1 .5 ) .  Our methods en ab le  us to  d e r iv e  
and e x te n d  t h e i r  r e s u l t s  f o r  th e s e  p ro c e s se s  in  a s im p le  m anner.
Among c l u s t e r  p ro c e s se s  we f in d  s e v e r a l  exam ples o f  d i s t i n c t  
b u t  e q u iv a le n t  fo rm u la tio n s  c f  p o in t  p ro c e s s e s .  One such case i s  
n o te d  in  B a r t l e t t  [ 5 ] arid V ere-Jones [8 8 ]; th ey  show t h a t  w ith  
s u i t a b le  ch o ice  o f  th e  p a ra m e te rs  th e  fo llo w in g  p ro c e s se s  a re  
i d e n t i c a l  ( i . e .  have th e  same p . g . f l ) :
V ere-Jones*  e a r th q u a k e  mode1 ,
A doubly s to c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro c e s s  w ith  ’sh o t-n o ise *  mean,
A N eym an-Scott c l u s t e r  p ro c e s s  w ith  P o isso n  c l u s t e r  s i z e .
bo
We extend these relations in the following theorems.
Theorem 3.1. A linear stochastic Poisson process is equivalent to 
a Neyman-Scott process.
Proof. From the linear stochastic Poisson process (l.5 and 5.2), 
define
t
Z = / f(x)dx < 00
X ~ —ip (£) J X > 0 as clearly Z > 0
'dK(x) k
k 00Xk 0. &_  j xk_16 +111 X k!X 1 2 * •
where 6. . is the Kronecker delta. Clearly £ >_ 0 for all k.1 J K
It is finite because K is proportional to a distribution function, 
so has a Laplace transform with all derivatives finite on (0, c0). And
2 C,
„ 00 / x£ v -x£
£  + / — Tx1 " -  a«*) = 1k=l * o
by definition of X; we can interchange summation and integral 
because all terms are positive.
So (C^}9 k = 1,2,... is a discrete probability distribution. 
Its p.g.f. is





X ' o Xx
as before.
Now for 1 - £ e V, let w ’ = £ (v+t)f(v)dv. For all t,
w* e [0,l] and so we may substitute in Z(w). After some simplification
Z(/£(v+t)£~J'f(v)dv) = 1 + X“1 ^[/[l-C(v+t) ]f(v)dv]
Ul
Therefore
-X/[l-Z(/u (v+t)ST^f(v)dvjdt = /^[/[l-C(v+t)]f(v)dv]dt, (3.6)
which is the log p.g.fl of a linear stochastic Poisson process 
(equation (5.U)). So the L.H.S. of (3.6) exists. But from example 
(c), the L.H.S. of (3.6) is the log p.g.fl of a Neyman-Scott process 
for which F ’(x) = £~“f(x) and Z(w) is the cluster size p.g.f.
Hence the two processes are identical. V
Remarks. 1. In the case of a ’shot-noise’ mean, i.e. X(•) a
Poisson process in (l.ll), this result is due to Bartlett [ 5 ].
2. If we define C = a, 0 < a < 1, and use ino ’ —  ’ 1-a
the previous definition of C » k >_ 1, the resultant process is 
unchanged. This reinforces the observation in [G8] that the probability 
of no cluster members is unidentifiable.
The orem 3.2. A doubly stochastic Poisson process with mean
Y(t) = / f(t-u)dh(u), (3.7)
where f >_ 0 is integrable and N(•) is a stationary point process, 
is equivalent to a cluster process with Kc(«) = il( •) and an 
inhomogeneous Poisson (f(t))’ process for the clusters.
Proof. From (3.7) Y(t) is stationary, non-negative and has finite 






where [E,j is the p.g.fl of N ( *). Clearly
/I log e u)’(dt)|du = Jf (x) dxf^( dt) < 03
as f is integralle and £(•) totally finite, so by Lemma 2.1 the 
p.g.fl exists.
On taking Y(t) for the mean process of a doubly stochastic 
Poisson process, (2.10) shows that its p.g.fl is given by
G[5] = G1[e_/f(t_u)Cl“C(t)lat] (3.8)
Comparison with example (e) shows that the argument of in
(3.8) is the p.g.fl of an inhomogeneous Poisson (f(t)) process.
The result now follows from (3.l). ▼
Remarks 1. When N (•) is a Poisson process, this is the result 
of Vere-Jones [88], He also gives an illuminating heuristic derivation 
which carries over directly to this case.
2. Putting X = /f(x)dx, g(x) = X~df(x), (3.8) shows that 
the clusters are also of Neyman-Scott type with cluster size Poisson 
(X) distributed and F'(x) = g(x).
3.3. Existence Criteria for Cluster Processes
So far we have not considered whether our cluster processes 
exist, in the sense that with probability one there are only a 
finite number of points in a finite interval. In some cases, such 
as population processes, no problems arise as all component processes 
of the cluster process are taken to be a.s. finite so that the entire
process must be a.s. finite. However the examples of 3.2 show that
in general we can have an a.s. infinite set of cluster centres.
This means that any interval may contain cluster members initiated 
by infinitely many centres, and it is apparent that some restriction 
on the cluster structure will be needed to ensure existence. Our 
results give such restrictions.
Matthes [5^3 (see also Goldman [23]) has stated a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of Poisson cluster processes, 
and Neyman [6 5 ] has done work on the Neyman-Scott model. We derive 
a necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a wide class 
of cluster processes and deduce some useful sufficient conditions, 
giving also an extremely simple proof of Matthes* criterion.
The cluster process exists if for all bounded intervals I,
N(l) < 00 with probability one. In (3.1) put £(u) = l - ( l - z ) ^ ( u ) ,
0 <_ z _< 1. This reduces (3.1) to a p.g.f. so that existence is 
equivalent to
PI(z) = G[G0[l-(l-z)Xj I tj 3 t 1 as z + 1 (3.9)
for all bounded intervals I.
Write
QI (zjt) = - log G2 [1-(1-z )x i 11]
= - log P (z;t),
so that Q (•) is the logarithm of the p.g.f. of i! (i) if the X S
cluster is centred at t, and
Pj(z) = S{exp[-/ Q j ( z ;t )dlT^(t ) 3 } (3.10)
Nov Qj(z;t) 4- 0 monotouically as z + 1, so (3.9) follows
from the monotone convergence theorem if with probability one
/ Q_(z;t)dH (t) (3.11)
is finite for some z, 0 < z < 1. If ve assume that the clusters 
are a.s. finite, with cluster size p.g.f. P(z), then
P (z;t) > P(z) for p.ll I, t, z e [0,l)





1- z —  1- z 5
which implies (3.12). So PT(z;t) is bounded away from zero as 
t varies and (3.1l) will converge or diverge with
/[I - PI(z;t)]dI!c(t) .
Define p^.(n;t) = P(Ks(l) > n cluster centre at t},






(1-z)/r (^ z ;t)dl'l (t) = (1—z) E z'1 |pT(n;t)dI'Ic(t)
n=o
by the positivity of the summands, which is
< /pI(0;t)dNc(t)
because the {pT(n;t)} form a monotone decreasing sequence. Therefore 
/p^(0;t)dN (t) finite with probability one is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the finiteness of (3.1l), and a sufficient
condition for the existence of the cluster process.
We now prove it is also necessary. Suppose that |p^ .(0;t)dl'lc(t) 
is infinite on a set V c. F , ?{d) - p > 0. Then as (1- z )/r^(z;t)dNc(t) 
is both dominated by, and contains as a summand, /p^ .(05t)dlTc(t) 
it is infinite precisely for il (•) in V independently of z £ [0,l).
So both of (3.11), (3..13) are infinite precisely for W (•) in V , 
and hence by (3.10)
P (z) = (/ + / )exp{-/QT(z;t)dI>I (t) }P(dN )
1 V ti-0 i c c
< P(Q _ V) = 1 _ p z £ [0,1)
If then Pj(z) i 1 as z + 1 we can choose z* £ [0,l) such that 
P (z') > 1-p, a contradiction. So (3. 9 ) cannot hold in this case, 
which proves the necessity and consequently
Theorem 3.3. A cluster process with a.s. finite clusters exists if 
and only if for every bounded interval I
/pT(0;t)dilc(t) < 00 with probability one (3.1^)
Neyman [65] shows that some such theorem is required by constructing 
a Neyman-Scott process with an a.s. infinite number of points in a 
bounded interval.
It will be noticed that we have not specified the mode of convergence 
of the stochastic integral in (3.1^). Since the integral is actually 
a sum of non-negative random variables it will always have an a.s. 
limit, and moreover under the condition (3.1^) all modes of convergence 
are equivalent.
Unfortunately, (3.1^) is still in a stochastic form and is there­
fore of limited value in applications. No non-stochastic if and only
4b
if results have as yet been proved in general, but there are several 
useful sufficient conditions deducible from (3,1*0.
Corollary 1, If /p^(0;t)M (dt) < 00 for all bounded intervals I
then (3.1*+) is satisfied. If K (•) is stationary this becomesc
/p^(0;t)dt < co for i>omz bounded interval I.
Corollary/' 2 . If the cluster structure depends only on the position 
relative to the cluster centre and N (•) is stationary, (3.1*+) is 
satisfied -when the mean cluster size is finite.
Remark. With the cluster structure of Corollary 2, and Nc(0 
stationary, the cluster process itself is stationary (Vere-Jones [88]).
In future, any stationary cluster process will be assumed to have 
these properties.
Corollary 2 follows from
PT(0;t) = 1 - P (0;t) = PI(z ;t) 0 < < 11 1 I o o
by the mean value theorem, whence p^(0;t) £P^(l;t), the mean
number of events in I from a cluster centred at t. With our cluster
structure this is s(2^Xj(x^+t)}, where v is the a.s. finite random
variable H (-00,00) and the x. are the times of occurrence of s 1,
cluster members. So if |l[ is the Lebesgue measure of I
/Pl(0,t)dt < E{v111 } < °° 
and apply Corollary 1 to complete the proof.
Corollary 2 was derived by ITeyman [65] in the special case of a 
Neyman-Scott process, and in general by Vere-Jones (unpublished). One 
can produce examples to show that IC(v) < 00 is net a necessary condition
(s e e  [ 6 5 ] ) ,  and a l s o  t h a t  i t  i s  n o t im p lie d  by / p ^ ( 0 ; t ) d t  < 00.
For a s ta t io n a r y  P o isso n  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  we may o b ta in  more 
s a t i s f y i n g  r e s u l t s .  E q u a tio n  (3 .9 )  becomes
P j( z )  = e x p { - X / [ l - P j ( z ; t ) ] d t}
and so  w i l l  t  1 w ith  z i f  and only  i f  J [l-P ^ .(  z ; t )  ] d t  i s  conv erg en t 
f o r  a l l  z e [ 0 ,1 ) .  A rguing as in  th e  p ro o f  o f Theorem 3 .3  we see  
t h i s  p ro c e s s  e x i s t s  i f  and on ly  i f
/ P j . ( 0 ; t ) d t  < 00 f o r  some bounded i n t e r v a l  I ,  (3 .1 5 )
w hich i s  a very  s im p le  p ro o f  o f  th e  M atthes-G oldm an theorem  ( c f .  [5I+J, 
[2 3 ] , w here th e  B o r e l -C a n te l l i  lemmas a re  u sed  r e p e a te d ly ) .
We can app ly  th e se  r e s u l t s  t o  some o f  th e  s p e c ia l  p ro c e s se s  
d is c u s s e d  e a r l i e r .  In  each  c a s e ,  assume I  i s  bounded.
In  th e  compound p r o c e s s ,
PT( 0 ; t )  = 1 i f  th e  c l u s t e r  c e n tre  f a l l s  in  I ,
= 0 o th e rw is e .
So (S .lM  eq u a ls  Nc ( l ) ,  w hich i s  always a . s .  f i n i t e ,  and we conclude 
th a t  such  p ro c e s se s  alw ays e x i s t .
For a  G/G/00 queue we see  t h a t  p _ ( 0 ; t )  = F ( l - t }  so  t h a t  from 
C o ro lla ry  1 a s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d itio n  f o r  e x is te n c e  i s  /F { l- t )M c ( d t ) < 00. 
But t h i s  i s  j u s t  th e  f i r s t  moment m easure o f th e  o u tp u t s tre a m  
(V ere-Jo n es  [87] ) ,  so  th e  r e s u l t  i s  obvious a p r i o r i .
A d is c u s s io n  o f  th e  B a r t le t t -L e w is  model i s  d e f e r r e d  u n t i l  3 .5 .
S in ce  th e  P eym an-S cott model i s  a  s p e c ia l  P o is so n  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  
we have (3 .1 5 )  as a n e c e s sa ry  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d it io n  f o r  i t s  e x is te n c e .
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From (3 .4 )
Px(0;t) = 1 -  P [ l - F { l - t } ] .
The p ro c e s s  b e in g  s t a t i o n a r y ,  ta k e  I  = [0 ,x )  w i th o u t  lo s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y .  
Then (3 .1 5 )  becom es, f o r  any x > 0 ,
/ ( l - P [ l - F ( x + t ) + F ( t ) ] }dt < “  ( 3 . l 6 )
We n w  remark
( i )  by C o ro l la ry  2 a f i n i t e  mean c l u s t e r  s i z e  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  ( 3 .1 6 ) ,  
w i th o u t  any r e s t r i c t i o n s  on F,
( i i )  i f  F has f i n i t e  range th en  th e  in t e g r a n d  in  ( 3 . l 6 )  v an ish es  f o r  
l a r g e  t  and th e  i n t e g r a l  must be f i n i t e  (Neyman [6 5 ] ) .
These a re  b o th  s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n s .  As y e t  no s im ple  n e c e s s a ry  and 
s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n s  have come from (3 .1 .6 ); however we do g e n e r a l i s e  
( i )  by assuming som eth ing  abou t F. W rite
0(t) = -  l o g [ l - F ( x + t ) + F ( t ) 3 
00 00
P (z )  = / z UdB(u) = E b zn J no n=o
so  t h a t  b n = P(v = n} and B( •) 
( 3 . 16 ) becomes
00 00 , .
f f ( l - e “ U 0 U )}dt dB(u) < 00,
O  - 0 °
0 <  z <  i ,
i s  i t s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t io n .  Then
(3 .17 )
where Q (t)  > .0 ,  0 ( t )  ■* 0 as t  -> ±°° and G (t)  i n t e g r a b l e  over
( - c o  9co) .
(a )  Suppose F i s  t h e  e x p o n e n t ia l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w ith  p a ram e te r  one. 
Then (3 .1 7 )  becomes
00 00
E b /  ( l - ( l - c e  "k) }d t 
n= l n o
<  0 0
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—X — ^
where c = l~ e  > 0 . Changing th e  v a r ia b le  by y = 1-ce. we
see  t h a t  (3 .1 7 )  i s  t ru e  i f  and only  i f  
00 1 n 00 n
Z b  Z 4  < *>,
n-1  j = l  ,J
Z bn J )dy
n= l o
and th e  w ell-know n r e s u l t  E1? -  4- ^  lo g  n as n -> <» shows us t h a t
J ~ i  <3
(3 .1 7 )  h o ld s  i f  and on ly  i f  E (lo g  v) < 00. C le a r ly  t h i s  i s  u n a f fe c te d  
by F h av in g  e x p o n e n tia l  t a i l s  w ith  an a r b i t r a r y  p a ra m e te r .
(b) Suppose t h a t  F has r e g u la r ly  v a ry in g  t a i l s  w ith  exponent - a ,  
a  > 0 (s e e  F e l l e r  [ l8 ]  p .2 6 8 ) i . e .  as s •+ 00
1 -  F (s )  ^  s ’ a L ( s ) ,
w here L (s) > 0 i s  o f  slow  v a r i a t i o n .  Then as t  ■+ <»
F {x + t) -  F ( t )  t " CiL ( t ) { l  -  + f f “ }
^  c t - ( a + l ) L ( t)
L ( t)  L ( t)  ' t
a  >  0
w here c i s  a c o n s ta n t .  A s im i la r  r e s u l t  h o ld s  f o r  th e  low er t a i l .  
S in ce  th e  v a lu e s  o f u , t  around th e  o r ig in  do n o t a f f e c t  convergence 
in  (3 .1 7 )»  we see  t h a t  (3 .1 7 ) converges i f  and only  i f
/  /  ( l  -  exp{-u t~  a^+ 1 ^L( t ) } ) a t  dB(u) < to,
C C’
and s im i la r ly  f o r  n e g a t iv e  t .
a > 0,
— ( a + l )  - PChange th e  v a r ia b le  by y = u t  . As L(s ) 'U L (s) we
r e q u ir e  th e  convergence o f
rL^ y ^  a + l  / v— u dy d B (u ).
oo u /C ” l-e x p { -y L (—)} 1
/ /
C o a + i +1
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Write as for some 6 > 0. Clearly the second
o o o
integral will converge if /, u-^  'C' ciB(u) < 00. For the first
integral, take
f u l/(a+ l)TY „ w ;5 Ä  „ « + 1.L(u){/ Y,(iiT y c3y}dB(u), (3.18)
which dominates it. The canonical form for a slowly varying function
(Feller [18] p.27k) shows that for any y > 0 < y ' for
1u sufficiently large. Choosing C so that y + < 1, the
inner integral in (3.18) converges for all u > C and (3.l8) converges 
■°° l/(a+l)if / u L(u)dB(u) < “ e 
We collect these results as
Theorem 3.4. Suppose a Neyman-Scott cluster process has an F with 
regularly varying tails with exponent -a, a > 0. Then  ^ ^
3-"^"CV *| -|.|y ^(1) a sufficient condition for its existence is E{max[v ' ,v ~'L(v)]} 
finite,
(2) if L(s) is bounded, E(v +0) < 00 is sufficient for existence, 
and if L(s) ^ constant as s 00 the condition is necessary and 
sufficient.
If the tails of F are exponential, the process exists if and 
only if E(log v) < »h
3.4. Mixing in Cluster Processes
The general mixing characterisation given in Theorem 2.75 when 
combined with (3.1), enables us to prove statements about the mixing 
(and ergodic) properties of cluster processes. We consider only
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mixing here, though as before all the theorems carry over to weak mixing 
and ergodicity with obvious changes.
Suppose we have a stationary cluster process with p.g.fl (3.1).
If it exists, Theorem 3.3 implies that for 1 - £ £ V
f(l - G0[£ 11] )di\Tc(t) < oo a.s. (3.19)
Hie principal result is
Theorem 3.5« A stationary cluster process is mixing if it exists 
and the cluster centre process is mixing.
Proof. Since N (•) is mixing, application of Theorem 2.7 Tor 
£ e L(n ) gives
lim G [G2[g|t]STG2[$2 |t]] = G1[G2[£1|t]].C-1[G2[52|t]] (3.20)
f-*oo
for 1 - e V.
The R.K.S. of (3.20) equals G ^ ^ G f ^ ] .  To establish mixing we 
must prove that lim G[£ S E, ] = G[£..]g [£ ], so the problem becomes
'£-»00 ±  d  ±  c.
to prove that
lim G [G [ g S ^ t ] ]  = lim G1[G2[£1|t]STG2[£2| t] ] (3.21)
■f-X» J-XC
for 1 - ^  £ V, where the R.H.S. limit exists from (3.20).
Let AT(t) = G2[^1STC2|t] - G2[^1|t]STG2[^2|t]. We now prove
Lemma 3.1. / A_(t)dN (t) 0 as T -> 00--------- * X c
Proof. Define random variables
X(t) = exp / log ^1(u-t)dKe(u) , Y (t) = exp f log £2(u-t-T )d!'Ts(u). 
Then clearly
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Ax( t )  = E{X(t)YT( t ) }  -  E{X(t)}E{Y ( t ) }
-  E{X(t) -  E [X (t)]}{Y T( t )  -  E[YT( t ) ] } .
L et I ,  J  be th e  s u p p o r ts  o f  th e  fu n c t io n s  l - £ ^ ,  1 - ^  £ V, 
so th e y  a re  b o th  bounded i n t e r v a l s .  S ince  th e  c l u s t e r s  N ( • )  a re  
f i n i t e  w ith  p r o b a b i l i t y  1 we can choose t so  l a rg e  t h a t ,  g iven  
£ > 0 , th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  one o r  more ev en ts  a t  a d i s t a n c e  > h i  
from th e  c l u s t e r  c e n t r e  i s  a t  most h e .  But a t  l e a s t  one o f  I + t ,
J+t+T i s  a t  a d i s t a n c e  > from th e  c l u s t e r  c e n t r e  f o r  a l l  t ,  
so  t h a t
min[P{N ( I + t )  4 0} , P tN ^ J + t+ r )  4 0}] < h e  (3 .22 )
Then b ecau se  j a-b | <_ 1 i f  0 <_ a ,b  <_ 1 we have
IAx ( t ) I  < E{ | X( t )  -  E [ x ( t ) ] | . | Y T( t )  -  E[YT( t ) ] }
< { 1  -  E[X( t )  ]} .{1  -  E[Y ( t ) ] } P (K s ( l + t )  = 0,rT^ ( J+ t+T ) = 0>
+ {1 -  E [ X ( t ) ]} P{N ( I + t )  = 0 , N ( j + t + t )  4 0}s s
+ {1 -  E[Y ( t ) ]} P{W ( I + t )  4  0 ,  H ( j+ t+ x )  = 0}T S S
+ P{N ( I + t )  ^0,H (J+ t+x) 4 0} . s s
But 1 -  E[X( t )  ] = E [ 1-X( t ) ] <P{j'Is ( l + t )  4 0} , and s i m i l a r l y  
f o r  1 -  E[YT( t ) ] ,  so t h a t  from (3 .2 2 )
IA ( t ) I  < h min [P{W ( i + t )  4  0> , PÜT ( j+ t+ x )  4 0}] < £ (3 .2 3 )
u n ifo rm ly  in  t ,  f o r  l a r g e  T.
Also IAT( t ) I  < E | x ( t )  -  E [ x ( t )]  I
< E ( l  -  X( t )} + E ( l  -  e [ x( t ) ]}
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= 2{1 - E[X(t)]}
i.e. IAt (t) I < 2(1 - Gj^jt]) 1 - ^  e V. (3.24)
The lemma is now a consequence of (3.19), (3.23), (3.24) and the 
dominated convergence theorem. ?
To complete the proof of the theorem, we use the identity
n CpU.) - n c^ (t.) = z [c1(t,)-^ (t,)]c0(t1)..c0(t, n)Cn(t,.^ )..




valid for n = 1,2,... and any functions £ , ^ .
Put 4 T)(t) = G2[ q S T52 |t], C^T)(t) = G2U 1 |t]STGgU 2 |tJ,
so that A^(t) = C T4t) “ clT"*(t). The modulus of the
L.H.S. of (3.25) is bounded by 1, while that of the R.H.S. is 
bounded by f\ A (t) | dlT^(t), if we take {t.} as a realisation
t v_ 1
of the cluster centre process. Taking expectations over {t_^ } in 
(3.25), Lemma 3.1 and dominated convergence prove (3.2l) and 
hence the theorem. ▼
From 2.4 we have the immediate
Corollary. The Poisson cluster process, and therefore the regular 
infinitely divisible point processes, are all mixing.
This was originally proved by Kersten and Matthes [373* They 
deduced it from a necessary and sufficient condition for mixing in 
stationary infinitely divisible point processes, which is easily 
established by p.g.fl methods as follows.
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In 4.3 we will show that the log p.g.fl of an infinitely divisible
point process N(*) is
H[£] = / {er loG?(t)dn(t) __ xj p(dIv7)>
ß-{ 01-
Taking logarithms in (2.21) we see that mixing means
H U 13 \ ]  - H[51J - H(5J + 0  as t ->■<», 1 - e V.
The L.K.S. becomes, in the stationary case,
/ {1-exp / log £ (c)dl?(t) - exp / log £0(t-x)dl-T(t)
+ exp / log 4p(t) ( t-T)dh(t)} p(dN)
= / {l - exp J log £ (t)dh(t)}{l - exp J log £ (t-x)dN(t)}p(dI'T)
(3.26)
Suppose that I, J are the supports of l-£^, l-fc'^  respectively.
Then the integrand is zero for the events (IT(I) = 0} and 
{ll(j+x) = 0}, so thejr may be removed from the range of integration. 
Otherwise, (3.26) is non-negative and
<_ P (Q-({n (I) = 0} V (n (J+t ) = 0})}
= P{w(l) 0 0, 17(J+t ) 0 0}
Therefore if this converges to zero as t -*■ 00 for any bounded I, J, 
so does (3.26) and the process is mixing. Conversely, if the process 
is mixing then by choosing to be zero over I, J respectively
we see from (3.26) that p{h(l) 0 0, H(j+x) 0 0} ■+ 0 as i -*■ 00.
This proves
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Theorem 3.6 (Kersten and Matthes [37]). A stationary infinitely 
divisible point process N (♦) is mixing if and only if for all bounded 
intervals I, J
P{il( I) 0, K(J+t ) 0} -> 0 as t -*■ 00•
Several of their other results for stationary infinitely divisible 
point processes (e.g. that weak mixing is equivalent to ergodicity) 
can be proved just as simply in similar fashion.
3.5 Asymptotic Properties of Cluster Processes
We now study the asymptotic properties of a generalised form of 
the Bartlett-Lewis model (example (d) of 3.2), in which we assume 
only that the cluster members all follow the cluster centre with a 
distribution depending solely on the distance from it. These results 
are of two types; the behaviour as T -* 00 of Il[0,T) when the process 
starts at the origin, and work on the stationary equilibrium distribution. 
The latter includes an existence criterion for the stationary Bartlett- 
Lewis process, deferred from 3.3, and a direct proof of the form of 
its equilibrium p.g.f.
In part, this generalises Lewis [51]. On occasions we take the 
cluster structure of the Bartlett-Lewis model for more exact results 
(this is particularly true in the equilibrium situation), but a 
surprising amount can be achieved in the more general framework.
From (3.1) the p.g.fl of our process is
G[£] = exp {- A j (l“G>,[£| t] )dt} (3.27)
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Set £(t) = 1~ (1-z)x j  (t), so that as usual the p.g.fl becomes 
the p.g.f. Prp(z). Assume now that the cluster centre process began 
at t = 0, so that it is no longer stationary. If P(z;u) is the 
p.g.f. of N [0,u), with cluster centre at zero, then (3.27) becomes
T log P (z) = —l(1 - T_1 P(z;u)du); (3.28)
another derivation including the cluster centres is in Lewis [Up].
We first study the behaviour of the R.H.S. as T co.
Let = p(v=i), so that we may write P(z;co) = z7-0^iz'*
Define the quantities p^(u) by p(z;u) = Z*?,. p^ (u) z " and the ^  ^
time to the event in the cluster as F.(u), with F.(u) =
J J
1 - F^(u) an(i b=i pr  1,1611
[o,u) > i, cluster centre at zero} = R. F.(u),
R —  i i
so by the usual p.g.f. formulae
1-P( z;°°) 1-P(z;u) “ i-1 fr r r , x •,1“ - Vz - A z A-ggu)}
i=l
and
P(z;u) - P( z;°°) = (l-z) I z1” R.PbCu) (3.29)
i=l
In view of (3.28), consider lim T~~*‘ /'L{P( z;u)~P( z;oo)}du. FromniKo o
(3.29) this equals
00 rp
lim (l-z) £ z1”1 R. T"“1 / 7. (u)du,
T*00 i=i 1 o
the positivity of the summands validating the interchange. Because
_ _ q  rp
F^(u) is monotone decreasing in u for all i, T /~F^(u) -* 0 as
I—lT ** °°, and the summands are dominated by (l-z)z which form a 
convergent series. Thus the limit in question is zero, and from (3.28)
as T ->- co
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T x log PT (z) ->■ -X{l-P(z.;»)} (3.30)
This means that the distribution of H[0,T) is asymptotically 
of a compound Poisson form, as one might expect heuristically from 
the nature of the process (see Vere-Jones [88]).
We obtain more exact statements as follows. From (3.29) we
conclude, as before, that
T co , T
/ {p( z;u) - p( z;°°) }ou = (l-z) 2 z1“ / F.(u)du (3.31)
o i=l 1 o 1
and
T oo
lim / {p(z ;u) - P(z;~)}du = (l-z) Z z R. y . , (3.32)
T-*» o i=l 1 1
where tL is the expected time to the i^h cluster member, though
both sides of (3.32) may be infinite. When they are finite, this
generalises various moment relations of Lewis [49], [51] and Smith
(discussion to [49]), as follows on differentiating (3.32) at z = 1
Theorem 3,7 If E?=1 \i± < 00 then as T ^ co
OO
log PT (z) = -AT{1-P( z;co) } + A/ {P( z;u)-P( z;oo) }du + o(l) (3.33)
o
Corollary For a Bartlett-Lewis process = iy and (3.33) 
holds if E(v^) < 00, y < co.
The theorem comes directly from (3.32), the corollary from
OO OO 1 r ?
Z i=lR iy i ~ ^ ^i:=l^Ri = + E(v)}. We note that (3.30) shows
the cumulants of a Poisson cluster process are asymptotically linear 
and, as remarked above, we may obtain further terms in an asymptotic 
expansion from (3.33), under suitable conditions.
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As a f u r t h e r  a p p l i c a t i o n ,  c o n s id e r  th e  a sy m p to tic  d i s t r i b u t i o n
o f  th e  random v a r i a b l e
b [0 ,T )  -  E{N [0,T)} 
v/XirE(v2 )
I t s  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n  has lo g a r i th m  ip,v(6)  g iven  by
T
\|JT(0) = - X T U - P ^ cT 1 ;“ )} + X/ {p(0O*"1 ; u ) - P ( 00"“ ;°°)}du
o
-  ißa*"1 E{N [0,T)} ,
where a = /XTE(v2 ) and ? ( 0 ;* )  ^ P ( e ^ ; * ) .  From (3 .28 )
00 lJl
E{N[0,T)} = X 2 R. /  F .(u )d u  
j = l  J  o  J
co p
= XTE(v) - X L  R. I  F . ( u ) d u ,  
j = l  J o J
so we h av e ,  by ( 3 .3 1 ) ,
<JiT(e )  = AT{P(ea- ± ;») -  1 -  i O a ' b t v ) }
+ A { ( l - e 10/,':’) Z Ö^°R .f  F . (u )d u + i0 a -1  E E . /  ? . ( u ) d u }  
j - 1  J o J j = l  J o J
= r T(0) + AT(0) say (3 .3 4 )
Now rT(0) i s  th e  second c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n  o f  a s t a n d a r d i s e d
2
compound P o isso n  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and so i f  E(v ) < 00
Tt ( 0) -  ^0^ as T oo (3 .35 )
And
A (0) = X ( l - e l b / a +i0a ) E R .  I  F , (u )d u
j = l  J o J
oo «
+ A ( l - e i e , / a ) X ( e 1^ 1--L^ d / a - l ) R .  /  F . ( u ) d u ,  
j = l  3 o 3
so t h a t  e lem en ta ry  i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( F e l l e r  [ l8 ]  p .485 )  g ive
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IA (0) I < ~XG2g‘ 2 E R .  /  F . (u )d u  
j = l  J c 53
+ XÖg” 1 Z  ( j - D Q a " 1 R.
0=1 J
i f  E (v2 ) < 





e2 00 T -
—— 3- 1 jE  /  F . (u)du
TE(v ) j = l  3 o J
But in  t h a t  case  E. _jR .
0= 1 °  0
and T ^ f ~  F . ( u ) d u  ->-0 as 
o J
T _
/  F .(u )d u  
o 3
< 00 ( c f .  th e  C o ro l la ry  to  
T -*• 00, so by dominated
|AT(0) I -> 0 as T ■+ co ( 3 .3 6 ) .
Then from ( 3 .3 4 ) ,  ( 3 .3 5 ) ,  ( 3 . 36 ) ,  i f  E (v2 ) <
^ T(e)  + -  | e 2 as T -* 00 
which proves
2
Theorem 3 .8  I f  E(v ) < 00 9 th e  s t a n d a r d i s e d  random v a r i a b l e
H[ 0 , T) -  E[H[0»T)>
/X TE(v 2 )
i s  a s y m p to t ic a l ly  n o rm ally  d i s t r i b u t e d .
This i s  an improvement o f  a theorem  o f  Lewis [ 5 l ] ,  who r e q u i r e s  
e x t r a  a ssu m p tio n s .  For th e  B a r t l e t t - L e w is  model, h i s  theorems a re  
a d i r e c t  consequence o f  our r e s u l t .
We now c o n s id e r  th e  p ro c e ss  which b e g in s  a t  a tim e x a f t e r  
th e  i n i t i a t i o n  o f  th e  c l u s t e r  p ro c e s s .  I f  t h i s  i s  w e l l - d e f in e d  in  
th e  l i m i t  as x -+ 00 i t  i s  c a l l e d  th e  e q u i l ib r iu m  p r o c e s s . From (3 .27 )  
i t  i s  obvious t h a t  an e q u iv a le n t  s i t u a t i o n  i s  th e  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  
b e g in n in g  a t  -x  w h ile  we c o n s id e r  o n ly  ev e n ts  a f t e r  tim e z e ro ,  so 
t h a t  th e  e q u i l ib r iu m  p ro c e s s  can be t a k e n  to  s t a r t  i n  th e  rem ote p a s t .
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With this interpretation we can readily find existence conditions for 
the process and also the form of the equilibrium p.g.f. in the 
particular case of a Bartlett-Lewis model. Lewis [U9 3 derived the 
transform of this p.g.f. by a limiting argument but could not prove 
it directly; such a proof was given by Franken and Richter [2l], It 
relied heavily on the infinite divisibility of the process and the 
attendant structure developed in an earlier paper [20], VFe will give 
a direct proof without such machinery.
From (3.27) it is clear that the equilibrium process is a 
stationary Poisson cluster process and so the necessary and sufficient 
condition for its existence is given by (3.15). To calculate the 
equilibrium p.g.f. z) for lifo,!) we let P(z;a,b) be the p.g.f.
of N^tajb) with its centre at zero; if a = 0 we write p(z;b) as 
before. Then from (3.27)
T  CO
log P (z) = -A{/ [1-P(z;t)]dt + / [1-P( z; t,t+T)]dt} (3.37)
o o
Note that this implies that the existence criterion (3.15) can 
be slightly modified to Pj-^  ^  (0;t)dt < us the first integral 
in (3.37) does not affect matters.
Now with our general cluster structure
T co T
/ [ 1-P( z;t) ]dt = (1—z) 1 z—  R J 17 (y)dy, (3.38)
o k=l o iv
by identical reasoning to (3.31). However for the second term in
(3.37) we will assume the Bartlett-Lewis cluster structure, so that
F, is the k-fold convolution of the interval distribution F and the k
intervals between cluster members are independent. Then
Cl
OO CO CO
J [l-P( z;t ,t+T) ]dt = (l-z) Z z ± f p(N [t,t+T) _> k, centre at zero} (it 
o k=l o s
(3.39)
and using the independence
P(N (t.t+T) > k, centre at zero} =s —
00 t T+t-u
= Z R / / F,_ 1 (T+t-v-u)dF(v)dF^. (u) (3• Uo)
i=o " o t-u
It is easily sham that
oo t T+t-U oo T+x
/ / / Fjk 1 (T+t-v-u)dF(v)dI\ (u)dt = j f ^(T+x-v)dF(v)dx
o o t-u v o x
0 0 oo
= / {Fk(T+x)-Fk(x)}cbc + / {F (y)-F (5?+y)}dy (3.1*1)
o v o
But if B(*) is an arbitrary distribution function on [0,cc).
co a
/ (B(x+a)-B(x)} = / (l-B(y)}dy a > C, (3.42)
o o
so finally, from equations (3.39)-(3.i+2),
OO 00 00 1 T
/ [ 1—P( z;t,t+T) ]dt = (l-z) Z Z RizI ”1 / (Fk_1(y)“Flr(y) }dy 
o k=l i=k * o
(3.43)
Together with (3.38) this gives an explicit result for P,_,(z). 
After som.e simplification, if E(v) < <»,
03 °° V-2 Tlog PT(z) = -X(l-z) {T.E(v) + ( z-l) Z Z F-z" / F]r_1(y)dy}
k=2 i=k o
(3. nil)
This differs slightly from the Franken-Richter result [21], 
because we do not include the cluster centres in a cluster process.
If they are included, (3.27) becomes
G[£] = exp{-A/(l-£(t)G2[£|t])dt} (3.27a)
and so
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log P (z) = -A{/ [l-z?(z jt)]dt + / [l-P(z;t,t+T)]dt} (3.37a)
Equation (3.^3) is still relevant and (3.38) becomes
T co T
/ [l-zP(z;t)]dt » (1-z)(T+ £ R, z  ^/ R (t)dt}. (3.33a)
o k=l K o
Then (3.37a), (3.38a) and (3.1+3) give, after simplification,
CO OO 'J1
Iog PT(z) = -A(l-z) {T[l+E( v) ]+( z-l) S 2 R zk-J- / F,_(y)dy}
k=l i=k o
(3.U4a)
which is equation (l) of [2l].
We collect these results in
Theorem 3.9 The equilibrium Poisson cluster process exists if and 
only if /0P[q r^ (0;t)dt < co. For a Bartlett-Lewis process this 
is equivalent to E(v) < 00, in which case the equilibrium p.g.f. is 
gi\ren by {3»bh) or (3.1+^a) and the limiting forward recurrence time 
W has distribution
T
log P(W > T) = log PT(C) = -X{T+E(v)/ [1-F(y )]dy}
o
Proof, The only unverified statement is the existence criterion for 
a Bartlett-Lewis process. From (3.1+3) we see that
OO CO
/ pr0 rp\ (0;t)dt = / [1-P(0;t,t+T)]dt 
O ' 5"; o
OO T
= 2 E_. / [l-F(y) ]dy,
i=l ' o
which is finite if and only if IR = E(v) < co. f
This theorem shows that the condition E(v) < 00 is incorporated 
into the equilibrium Bartlett-Lewis cluster process and so may be
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dispensed with in statements of results. Also, the equations (3.44), 
(3.44a) are very useful in deducing moment relations for the equilibrium 
process and may he used to prove a theorem, analogous to Theorem 3.8, 
giving asymptotic normality for this process.
3.6 Infinite-server Queueing Systems
Infinite-server queues, with their alternative interpretation 
as a randomly delayed stream of events, have been widely studied in 
different contexts. The classical immigration-death process (Moran 
[6o] p.lrf6) is an M/M/00 queue. Smith [79] has used the GI/G/°° 
system to illustrate infinite products occurring in renewal theory, 
and as we see from (2.2) these are closely tied to p.g.fls. In the 
discussion to [79]» Skellam mentions the M/G-/00 queue as a tractable 
system; see also Lewis [49] for applications to the number of operative 
clusters at a given time. Lewis [52] and Welsen and Williams [64] 
consider random delays to a deterministic schedule (D/C-/°°). Recently, 
Rao [72] has worked with infinite-server queueing situations arising 
in textile research.
An important quantity in such systems is n(t), the number of 
servers busy (or the number of customers in service) at time t. We 
find the Laplace functional of this process n(#) for a G/G/«> 
queue, which enables us to generalise many earlier results.
The p.g.fl of the output is given by (3.3). To calculate the 
Laplace functional L^[ £] of n(t), consider an input {t^}, with 
associated service times {x_. } where the x^ a.re independently and 
t These are not strictly queues, since no customer has to wait, but it 
is a convenient terminology.
i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  as
n ( t )  = £ 6 .
t . < t  xl —
and
independen t o f th e t . .  Then
6 = 1 t^+x i  > t
0 t . + x , < ti  l  ~
L [£] = E{e j n ( t R U t ' } ,  E ,( •) a t o t a l l y  f i n i t e  measure 
= E { E (e x p [ -£ ^ ( t i , t i +xj ) ] I t i ) }
CO
= E{n /  e x p [ - ^ ( t i , t i + x)]dF (x )}  
i  o
by th e  independence o f  th e  x.. . This p roves
Theorem 3 «10 The L ap lace  f u n c t i o n a l  o f  n( •) f o r  a G/G/00 
i s  g iven  by
00
Ln U ]  = G .J /  e x p { -£ ( t , t+ x )} d F (x )  ] 
o
I f  th e  in p u t  i s  s t a t i o n a r y  th e n  so i s  n ( * ) .
The s t a t i o n a r i t y  a s s e r t i o n  g e n e r a l i s e s  Rao [7 2 ] ,  Theorem- 
com prehensive n a tu re  o f  t h e  Lap lace  f u n c t i o n a l  now p e rm i ts  us 
deduce many p r o p e r t i e s  o f  n( •) •
C o ro l la ry  1 . E{zIlva'; } = G - J l - U - z )  ( 1-F( a - t ) ) ] 0 £  z <
rrhus E( n ( a ) }  = /  a [ l -F (  a - t )  ( d t ) ,  where •) i s  th e
e x p e c ta t io n  measure o f  th e  i n p u t .  For a s t a t i o n a r y  in p u t  
00
E( n ( a ) }  = n  /  [ l - F ( t ) ] d t  = mE(S) , 
o






For th e  M/G/00 queue s t a r t i n g  a t  t im e  zero
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E{ z11 (a)} = exp{-X(l-z)/ [l-F( t) ]dt} ,
o
a non-homogeneous Poisson distribution cf. Skellam in [79].
The second-order properties of n(•) also follow readily from
(3*^5). For instance
-0,n( a) -02n(a+b) co
E{® e } = C^[f exp{-<|)(t,x,a)b 901,02)}dF(x) ] 0i > 0
o
where
4>(t,x,a,b)01,0o) = 0  if a _> t+x or a < t £ t+x £ a+b
= 0 if t £ a <_ t+x £ a+b
= 6p if a £ t £ a+b £ t+x
= Q^+Go it t £ a £ a+b £ t+x
and so
E{z^a  ^ Z2U+1-')} = G1[ip( z2 ,z2,a,b;t) ] (3.U6)
where
ip( z^ , ,a,b jt) = F( a-t) + z1(F( a+b-t)-F( a-t) }+Zlz0{l-F( a+b-t)}t<a
(3. UT)
= F(a+b-t)+z2(1-F(a+b-t)} t>a
Corollary 2. The joint distribution of n(a), n(a+b) is given by 
(3.^6), (3.^7). For a stationary input
^(zi,z2,b;t) = (l-z1 )F(t-b) + z1F(t)+z1z2{l-F(t) } t _> b 
= F(t) + z2{l-F(t)} 0 <t < b
For similar results with a GI stationary- input, see Rao [72], 
Theorem 6. From Corollary'- 2, Cov{n(a) ,n(a+b)} can be calculated.
The special case of M/G/00 leads to more elegant expressions which 
we do not state explicitly - for details see [72].
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C o ro lla ry  3 . T ie L ap lace  tra n s fo rm  o f  th e  t r a f f i c  tim e av erag e  
^■/Qn (a )d a  comes from  s e t t i n g  t"(da) = T 6 da 0 _< a <_ T
-  0 o then -rise
in  (3.^-5) .  The f i n a l  r e s u l t  i s  n o t s t a t e d ,  though i t  i s  e a s i l y  
c a lc u la te d  j u s t  as b e fo re .
We rem ark th a t  t h i s  approach can a ls o  le a d  to  j o i n t  g e n e ra tin g  
fu n c t io n a ls  f o r  such  q u a n t i t i e s  as n ( t )  and th e  o u tp u t , th u s  
com bining th e  work o f t h i s  s e c t io n  and V ere-Jones [87] .
4. LIMIT TUE CHIP iS FOR POINT PROCESSES
4.1. Introdue tion
In recent years the sustained interest in limit theorems for 
sequences of independent variates has extended to dependent situations, 
particularly random processes. The field of point processes provides 
a unique variety of limiting operations which basically involve the 
addition, deletion or translation of points, with appropriate changes 
of scale. In all cases we consider, the limit process, in the sense 
of 1.3, is a poisson process, which explains in part its ubiquitous 
occurrence as a model.
The first limiting result was for the superposition of a large 
number of, in some sense, negligible streams, a point process version 
of the Central Limit Problem (Khintchine [39] §l6) . Many rediscoveries 
and generalisations have followed e.g. Ososkov [68], Grigelionis [25], 
Goldman [22]. The limit c'or the converse notion of randomly deleting 
events of an arbitrary stream was given, under general conditions, by 
Belyaev [9] (for higher dimensions see [22]). Our third operation, 
randomly translating the points of some initial stream, was first 
studied by Dobrushin [l6], with subsequent extensions from Goldman 
[22] and Stone [80]. This idea also arises in work on road traffic 
flows, for which see Breiman [12] and Thedeen [82], [83].
Because the characteristic function is so useful in proving 
limit theorems for random variables it was hoped, in view of Lemma 2.3,
6?
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that the p.g.fl would he of equal value in the study of limit theorems 
for point processes. The difficulties which arise in trying to implement 
this idea are worth discussing, basically, we wish to use the asymptotic 
expansion of the p.g.fl in Theorem 2.k, with m - 1, imposing 
conditions sufficient to male the error negligible (cf. ehe classical 
Central Limit Theorem, Feller [l8] p. U88), so we require reasonable 
hounds or approximations to the error term. The problem is that this 
error, written o(em ) in (2.15), is not uniform in £. For super­
position theorems, when we can use G[£] directly, this is not so 
serious since Corollary 1 to Theorem 2,h provides error bounds if 
we assume the existence of higher order moment measures. however 
the other limiting operations are more naturally associated with H[£], 
and here no workable bounds have been obtained. Consequently, a 
unified approach to point process limit theorems via the p.g.fl has 
not eventuated as yet, though we do give some results established by 
a technique of Vere-Jones [87].
It is because most limit theorems assert convergence to a Poisson 
process that we prefer the p.g.fl to other potential functionals in 
attempting: to develop a general convergence theory. As the Poisson 
process has C (*) = 0 if n _> 2, it seems natural to use the 
logarithm of the p.g.fl with which the C (•) are associated, 
introducing such conditions as ensure they are negligible in the limit. 
Asymptotic independence of counts in distant intervals, i.e. a mixing 
condition, appears to be appropriate, although little is known about 
this in the present context.
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In  t h i s  c h a p te r  we f i r s t  lo o k  a t  some s p e c ia l  e rg o d ic  r e s u l t s  
w hich a re  r e l a t e d  to  th e  u s u a l Laws o f  L arge Humbers. We n ex t 
e s t a b l i s h  th e  c a n o n ic a l form  o f  th e  p . g . f l  o f  an i n f i n i t e l y  d iv i s i b l e  
p o in t  p ro c e s s  and prove some r e l a t e d  l i m i t  theorem s on s u p e rp o s it io n s  
o f  random s tre a m s . F in a l ly  we in v e s t ig a t e  th e  l i m i t  theorem s a r i s i n g  
from d e le t io n  and t r a n s l a t i o n  o f  p o in t  p ro c e s s e s .
4 .2  E rg o d ic  'Theorems f o r  P o in t  P ro c e sse s
S in ce  th e r e  i s  a w ide l i t e r a t u r e  on e rg o d ic  th e o ry  fo r  s t a t io n a r y
s to c h a s t i c  p ro c e s se s  we t r y  to  r e l a t e  e rg o d ic  theorem s f o r  s t a t io n a r y
p o in t  p ro c e s se s  IT( • )  to  t h i s  w ork. There a re  two such r e l a t i o n s ,
c o rre sp o n d in g  to  th e  d i s c r e t e  and co n tin u o u s p a ra m e te r  e rg o d ic  th e o ry ;
we w i l l  on ly  c o n s id e r  th e  l a t t e r .
I f  X ^(t) = N [ t - b , t )  th e n  fo r  2b < t
t  t u  b t - b  t
/  X, (u )d u  = /  /  d lf(v)du = /  v d ll(v )+ b j dI7 (v ) + J ( t -v )d h (v )
b b u -b  o b t - b
<_ bTT [ 0 ,  t )
and s im i la r ly  / ^ +^X ^(u)du >_ bTT[0,t) ,
^  •  e  «  -J- - ^ Q
^(u’du < < i_ J xo(u)du u.D
o o
So th e  b e h a v io u r  as t  «  o f  t ” J"W [0,t) i s  i d e n t i c a l  w ith  t h a t  o f 
—1 tt  /  X. (u )d u , w here X^(*) i s  a s ta t io n a r y  s to c h a s t i c  p ro c e s s .
This id e a  i s  u sed  by Goldman [22] and B e u t le r  and Leneman [10] in  
s im i la r  c irc u m s ta n c e s .
We deduce from (4 .1 )  and th e  e rg o d ic  theorem  f o r  s ta t io n a r y  p ro c e ss
TO
(Doob [IT] P.515) that as t -* °° t "4?[0,t) converges a.s. to a 
random variable invariant under translation (cf. Beutler and Leneman 
[lO]). When this limit is a.s. constant ire say that the Strong Law 
of Large Numbers holds for N(*)» and that the Law of Large Numbers 
holds when there is mean square convergence to a constant.
In future we consider only weakly stationary' N( •) s when X. (t) 
is also weakly stationary. Let (^(t) = 8°v ^(t+T)}.
Then from the identity (l.T)
Cfc(t) = ~  (DCt+b) + D(t-b) - 2D(t)}, (U.2)
and on substituting the spectral representation (1.8) for D(t)
Cb(t) = b2y({0}) + 2  / cos 0t -) y(d0) (4.3)
(o ,00 ) 0
Since C^(t) is the covariance function of a real stationary process 
it must be the cosine transform of a spectral measure Fb (*) ([IT],
P.519)• Here we can actually express F^C*) in terms of the spectral 
measure for D(t) by
F (d9) = y(ae)
0
We are interested in Cb (t) because Doob [IT1 p.530 and 
Verbitskaya [86] have shown how intimately its behaviour is connected 
with the validity of the two Laws of Large Numbers. Firstly, we look 
for mean square convergence of t [ 0, t).
From (4.1), t~'1'Iv[o,t) •* m = E{N[0,l)} in mean square if and
only if this occurs for (bt) ^ /^X^ujdu. But by Doob [IT] p.530 
this is equivalent to t~ /QCb (T)dT -> 0 as t 00 i.e. F^*) has 
no atom at the origin. Then from (4.4) we deduce
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Theorem 4 .1  The Law o f  Large Numbers h o ld s  f o r  a  w eakly  s ta t io n a r y  
p o in t  p ro c e ss  N ( •) i f  and on ly  i f  y ({0}) = 0 . A s u f f i c i e n t  
c o n d i t io n  fo r  t h i s  i s  t h a t  I\T(*) have an in te g r a b le  co v a ria n c e  d e n s i ty .
V e rb itsk a y a  [86] has s t a t e d  s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d itio n s  f o r  th e  S tro n g
Law o f  Large Numbers to  h o ld  fo r  X ^(t) in  term s o f  i t s  co v a ria n c e
fu n c tio n  9 r e l a t e d  to  i t s  b e h a v io u r  as t  Me s h a l l  ex p re ss  t h i s
in  te rm s o f p r o p e r t ie s  o f y( •) in  one s im p le  c a se .
Suppose C ^ (t) = 0 ( t  ) ,  a  > Q, as t  -*■ °°. Then c le a r ly
C, ( t )  = t  (u )d u  = 0 ( t  a ) as t  -> m w hich from  [86] im p lie s  th eb o b
S tro n g  Law f o r  X, ( t ) ,  and hence IJ(*) .  As C ^ ( t ) i s  th e  co s in e  
tra n s fo rm  o f  a t o t a l l y  f i n i t e  m easure F^( •) i f  y ({ 0 } ) = 0 , i t  i s  
w e ll  known ( Lukacs [53] p .2T ) t h a t  i t s  b e h a v io u r as t  -> co may be 
i r r e g u l a r  u n le s s  F ^ ( •) i s  a b s o lu te ly  co n tin u o u s  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  
Lebesgue m easure . Assume y ( • )  has no s in g u la r  com ponent; th e n  from 
( 4 . 4 )
Lemma 4 .1  F ^ ( •) i s  a b s o lu te ly  co n tin u o u s w ith  r e s p e c t  to  Lebesgue
m easure i f  and o n ly  i f  th e  atoms o f  y ( * )  a re  c o n c e n tra te d  on
r -1 , -1
|2Trnb ; n = 1 , 2 , . . . } ,  i . e .  on a l a t t i c e  w ith  span '27fb
Under th e se  c o n d i t io n s ,  i f  h (6 ) i s  th e  d e n s ity  o f  th e  a b s o lu te ly
co n tin u o u s p a r t  o f  y ( *)  ( 4 . 3 )  becomes
00
C ( t )  = 2 / cos 01 ( - —■) h ( 0 )a0 ( 4 . 5)
b o
Me can now p rove
Theorem 4 .2  L et N ( • )  be a w eakly s ta t io n a r y  p o in t  p ro cess  whose
s p e c t r a l  m easure has no s in g u la r  com ponent, atoms co n ce n trs .te d  on
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a lattice, and whose density with respect to Lebesgue measure is of 
bounded variation in (6, 00) for each 6 > 0 and satisfies 
h(o) cQ ! , 0 < y < 1, as 0 -> 0. Then the Strong Law of Large 
Numbers holds for N (•) •
Proof. We know the result is true if C^(t) = 0(t C) , ct > 0, as t -*• «■.
Since h(9) is of bounded variation in (<$, 00) so is f, (0) -b
—  . h(0). But also f, (0) = 9“ . , 0^h(s)}, where the
0  ^ ° 0" 
term in brackets is bounded, of bounded variation on (0, 00), and
tends to a non-zero finite constant as 0 0. So the conditions of
Titchmarsh [053, Theorem 126, are satisfied and consequently
C (t) = CKt^1) as t -*• 0 < Y < 1. f
4.3 Infinitely Divisible Point Processes
In 1.5 we introduced the notion of an infinitely divisible point 
process. In our further investigations we first derive its p.g.fl in 
terras of the KLM measure P, as a minor extension of Kersten and Matthes 
[36] and Lee [45].
Consider the functional
G[£] = exp{ / [/ l0E 5(t)di'(t)-l]P(ffl)} (4.6)
fl-{ 0}
for 1 - £ £ V. For simple functions £ we see from Theorem 1.3 that 
G[£] becomes the p.g.f. of a compound Poisson distribution, which is 
obviously a proper p.g.f. Now suppose we have a sequence of functions 
1 - £^ e V all vanishing outside a common interval I and that 
£n -> £ pointwise as n -> 00. By (3) of 1.59 P {11 (I) / 0} < a and as 
always N(l) is a.s. finite. Since the integrand in (4.6) vanishes
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for all N(•) in Q with N(l) = 0 it is now a simple consequence
of dominated convergence that G[£ ] -* G[£] as n -> So by Theoremn
2.2 G[S] is a p.g.fl, and obviously it is the p.g.fl of the infinitely 
divisible point process. This proves
Theorem 4.3 The p.g.fl of an infinitely divisible point process 
with KLH measure p is given by (4.6). Conversely, if V he,s the 
properties of a KLH measure, (4.6) is the p.g.fl of an infinitely 
divisible point process.
This canonical form for an infinitely divisible p.g.fl has a variety of 
applications. In cases where the p.g.fl is expressible in closed form, 
(4.6) gives the associated KLM measure directly (e.g. Lee [46]). It 
also helps us deduce some characterisation results analogous to those 
of Lukacs [53] p.83.
Corollary 1. A point process is infinitely divisible if and only if its 
p.g.fl can be expressed as
G[£] = lim exp{\n(Gn[£]-l)} (4.7)
n-Ko
where the G [£] are all p.g.fls and the A are positive real numbers.
This means that a point process is infinitely divisible if and only 
if it is the limit in distribution of a sequence of singular Poisson 
processes E, . .A niM n n
Corollary 2 . An infinitely divisible point process has the form ^ 
if and only if P is totally finite, Then \ = P(fi) and N ( 0  has 
probability measure A ^P.
Both these results are implicitly stated in [36], We note that 
the ’curiousity' of Lee [46] §4 has a totally finite ICLM measure and 
so must be a singular Poisson process. It is of course a special case 
of the doubly stochastic Poisson process, and (2.10) shows that doubly 
stochastic processes are infinitely divisible if their mean processes 
have this property. In particular, linear stochastic Poisson processes 
are all infinitely divisible (section 5.3).
By definition (A) of 1.5* the limit in distribution of the super­
position of independent u.a.n. point processes ^(*)} i = l,...s^
n = 1,2,... is an infinitely divisible point process. To exploit 
this we express the u.a.n. condition in terms of p.g.fls.
Lemma 4.2 The sequence {ip. _.(•)} is u.a.n. if and only if for givenn 51
£ > 0 and 1 - £ £ V there is nQ(£) such that if n > n^,
1 - Gn ^[£] < £ uniformly in i.
Proof. Suppose the il^  (^ •) are u.a.n. with p.g.fls G^ ^[^]. Given
£ > 0 and arbitrary 1 - P £ V vanishing outside a bounded interval I,
The converse implication follows on putting £ = 0 over suitable bounded
{N(I)=0} {N(i)>0}
}exp[J log £ (t)dN . (t)]p . (diT). _ n ,1 n,x
< 1 - i(lT(l) = 0}
< e uniformly in i if n > no
intervals. T
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Lemma 4.3 For a sequence of independent u.a.n. point processes
{Nn,i^')}# "Zi=l log Gn , i ^  and ± ^  ^  converge or
diverge together, 1 - c, e V.
Proof. By u.a.n. and Lemma kt2 log G^ .[£] exists if n is
osufficiently large. Then the expansion - log x = (l-x) + O(l-x)'
0 < 6 < x < 1 shows that
- Z log C- .[?] = Z (l-G .[5]) + Z 0( 1-G . [gi)2 (4.8)i=l nsl i = l njl n»A‘
sn 2The remainder is positive and <_ K Z (l-G .[£])
i=l njl
s
< K max (l-G . [£]) 8 (l-G . [$])— n ,1 . n ,11<1<S 5 i=l 5---n
s
< e § (i-G . [5]) 1 - 5 £ v
i=i n>1
for large n, by Lemma b.2. 
s
If £.]\(l-G . [£]) converges then it is bounded and the remainderi—1 n j i
will be o(l), so that the L.H.S. of (U.8) converges. If the L.H.S. 
of (4.8) converges then as both terms on the R.H.S. are positive they
must be bounded and again the remainder is o(l). ▼
This leads to another useful characterisation theorem (Kersten
and Matthes [36])
Theorem h.k For a sequence of independent u.a.n. point processes 
{Nn jP)}, i(-) * K(0 if and only if Z l ^  [; (•) + K(-)
as n ->• oo ("by definition H ( •) is infinitely divisible).
Remark. This is a more exact statement of (i+.7)*
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s sProof. The logarithm of the p.g.fl of E.nj<I .(•) is Z.n„lofs G . [6Li—-Ln^i i=l  ^ n ,i
s swhile for E.n Ih (•) it is -Z.nn(l-G .[£]), so the theoremi=l 1,W . i=l n.i *n,i *
follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 4.3. T
We now illustrate the remarks of 7.1 on the application of the 
p.g.fl to limit theorems by proving the convergence of a superposition 
to the Poisson process in two different ways.
(cx) Suppose the 1\T^  (•) are identically distributed* for fixed n,
as a stationary orderly point process £l(*) with intensity A, a 
Borel second factorial moment measure 9 and its time scale
dilated by a factor n (this is the format of Vere-Jones [87])*
Because E{Nr ^(i)} = n ^A|l| the array is u.a.n., and because of 
orderliness we have, for all I,
n M^(~ x ** 0 as n (Milne [58])
We now apply (2.15) to get
1 - G .[1-5] = n_1A/5(t)dt + F.n [5], 5 e V
where by Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.7
0 < R .[£] < — M0(—  x — ) = o(n from above.— n,i J 2 2 n n
Therefore as n 
n
Z (1 - G A i-rJ ) = A/£(t)dt + o(l) 
i=l s
and by Lemma 7.3 . (•) converges in distribution to a Poisson
(A) process.
TT
This proof is elementary tout the conditions imposed are stringent. 
In particular we cannot dispense with Ip (*) a Borel measure, which 
emphasises the limitations of the expansion (2.15).
(3) For more delicate results we imitate Vere-Jones [ÖT]. By 
definition
G[l-£] = p(0;I) + E{l-5(t)|H(l)=l}p(l;l) + 0[P{H(l)>2}]
where £ e V vanishes outside the hounded interval I. Then 
s s s
I(l-G . [1-eD = § E{5(t)|H ,(l)=l}p„ ,(l;I)+0[ § P{H .(l)>2}]
i=l ±=± "J1 n >1 i=l ii»1
(U.9)
Theorem A. 5 (Grigelionis [25]). For a sequence of u.a.n. point
a  jq
processes {N .(•)}, E.ft,H .(*) ■+ Poisson (A(*)) if and only if n , i i—J. n,i
for each hounded interval I 
s




lim E [l-P„ * (OjD-p^ (l;l)] = 0 .n-x» i=l
(U.10)
(U.ll)J »V V  •» X  / o •n,i J "a,!
Proof. Hie necessity follows as in [25] and Lemma h.3 proves the
sufficiency if the L.H.S. of (U.9) converges to /^(t)A(dt) as
n ->-oo. By (t.ll) the remainder on the R.H.S. of (U.9) is o(l).
1c v _Choose for £ £ V a simple function E . , z xT 9 U  -i I • - I» whenceJ“-1- J 1 • J“-1 J
k J
E{C(t)|H ,(I)=lh> .(l;l) = X z p{H (I)=1,H .(I,)=l)n,0. n , J. . -i J 11 91 u 9± JJ-1
^ E z.p .(l;I.) 
J=i j“11-1 >)
by (U.ll) so that from (U.iO)
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n &
lim z E{£(t)|H .(I)=l}p •(1;I) = Z z.A(l.) = f e it)A(dt).
n-Ko i=l 115 11 •-x j—1 J J
By tailing a sequence of simple functions converging monotonely to £
this last result is true for arbitrary £ e V. T
4.1} Deletion and Translation. Theorems for Point Processes
Numerous writers have considered limit theorems arising from the
operations of deletion and translation and have characterised the
Poisson process as the only stream invariant under these operations.
We illustrate applications of the p.g.fl in this field, using the
following technique (Vere-Jones [87]); if a sequence of p.g.fls G [£]
can be represented as G[£ ], for some p.g.fl G, then clearly■ n
/ log ^n(t)dN(t) converging in any mode to a random variable Y
implies G [£] = G[£ ] E(e ^ ). n n
Formally, the deletion operation cancels the points of an
arbitrary point process N(*) with probability 1-q and retains them
with probability q, independently for each point, thus generating
a new stream N (•)• If G is the p.g.fl of N(*) then as N (•) q q.
is a very special cluster process, with clusters of size 0 or 1 
occurring at the cluster centre, (3.1) shows that
G [£] = G[l-q+q£]
a.
(4.12)
So our general technique is applicable and we have
Theorem 4,6 (Belyaev [9]). Suppose 
N(I)lim p{ 
I l|“X» m - > £} = o (4.13)
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uniformly over all intervals I of finite length. Then if we 
contract the time scale by a factor q, £1^(0 -> Poisson (x) process 
as q -> 0.
Proof. We shall prove that for  ^e V
Z - / log [ l-q£ (q t) ] dll (t) £ -X/£( t)dt as q -> 0 (^.1^)
M.
Expanding the logarithm, as q,£(t) < 1, we have
log [l-q£(qt)] = -q^(qt) - B(q,£)q2£(qt)
where B(•) is uniformly bounded for q < 1, F e V. Then from (H.lU) 
Z = -q/g(qt)dH(t) - q2/B(q,5)5(qt)dll(t),Si
so that if qJp(qt)dN(t) £ Xjp(dt)dt as q -> 0 so will as
the remainder will be o(l) in probability. (^ 4.12) and Lemma 2.3 
then complete the proof.
When £(t) is a simple function _ (t), elementary
considerations give
k . I.
P{|l/C(cLt)dI'Ut)-X/^ (t)dt|>e} < Z P{|qN(— )-X|l. I > £} (U.15)i=l 1 1 K
< e (4.15)
as q -> 0 by (4.13). So our result is true for simple functions £.
For arbitrary E, e V choose a monotone sequence of simple 
functions {£r} with £ (t)  ^£(t) uniformly as n so that
X/£n(t)dt -► X/^(t)dt as n 00 (U.l6)
And given e1 > 0 we can choose n so large that for all q 
0 £  <lf [£(<&) - £n(at)]äN(t) < efqN(~),
6o
where J is the bounded interval outside which B, vanishes. Since
. j.qN( ~ )  is convergent in probability,q
Ptq/[£(qt) - ^n(qt)]dN(t) > e} < e (U.IT)
as n 00, for fixed q near zero.
Thus for E, 0 V and e  >  0 ,
p{ I q/^ >(qt) di?( t)~X/^( t) dt j >0} <_ P{ I q/^n(at)dl'T(t)-x/gn(t)dt! >|-}
+ He/[5(qt)-Cn(qt)]®i(t)>|}+P{x/[5(t)-cn(t)]dt>|}
< 0
by (4.15)-(4.17) j which proves the theorem. ▼
A simple corollary is that if X  in (4.13) is a random variable, 
a conditional argument proves convergence to a mixed Poisson process. 
Theorem 4.6 generalises Goldman [22], as lie requires a.s. convergence 
in (4.13).
The translation operation adds to each point t^  of a point
process N( •) a random variable Y_^ , where the are independently
and identically distributed and independent of the t^ . This is again
a cluster process, with cluster size one. If the Y^ are non-negative
we have a G/G/00 queue (cf. 3.-6).
Let N(*) have p.g.fl G[£] and the translations Y(x) have
distribution function F (y). Then from (3.3) the p.g.fl of the
translated stream N (•) isx
G [£] = G[ /£ (t+y)dF (y) ] (  ^.18)
= r , [ q ] sav, as we require.
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Theorem 4.7 If for all bounded intervals I
(A) sup F (i-y) 0 as x -> co
y
(B) / F (i-t)dtt(t) §. x 111 as x ->• ooX
then N (•) converges in distribution to a Poisson (X) process. 
Proof. Consider again the variable Z_ = flog[l-£ (t) ]dIT(t), 
where £ e V. The usual expansion gives
\  = -JSx (t)aH(t) - A x(t)Bx [5,t]cffl(t),
where
0 < Rx [C,t] < |[l-^.(t)]“1 .
Let I be the support of Then £ (t) <_ F^(I-t) and as before
if /^x(t)dl'l(t) £ X/C(t)dt as x -+ °o so does Z_^ , because the 
remainder will converge to zero in probability by (A). Then (4.18) 
and Lemma 2.3 complete the proof.
When f(t) is a simple function 
k
/Cx (t)dN(t) = £ zi/Fx(li-t)dN(t)
i=l
then by (B )
k
§• £ z±x|Ii | = \f%(t)dt (U.19)
i=l
as x -» oo. So as in Theorem 4.6, taking an increasing sequence of 
simple functions converging uniformly to E, e V, we can show that 
(4.19) holds for arbitrary £ in V. This proves the theorem. ?
Theorem 4.7. can obviously be extended to the case of X a 
random variable, just as before. It generalises similar results of 
Goldman [22] and Thedeen [83] by assuming only convergence in probability
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and n o t w ith  p r o b a b i l i ty  one in  (B) and n o t r e q u i r in g  t h a t  3>T( - )  be 
w e l l - d i s t r i b u t e d .  However i t  does n o t p ro v id e  a n e c e ssa ry  c o n d i t io n  
fo r  converg en ce .
C o ro lla ry  1 . I f  F (y) i s  n - f o ld  c o n v o lu tio n  o f  a d i s t r i b u t i o n  
fu n c tio n  F (y) and N( •) i s  s ta t io n a r y  w ith  i n t e n s i t y  A and an 
in te g r a b le  co v a ria n c e  d e n s i ty ,  th e n  (A) and (B) a re  s a t i s f i e d  as n <».
T his i s  th e  o u tp u t th ro u g h  a sequence o f  G/G/to queues (V ere- 
Jones [8 7 ] ) .
C o ro lla ry  2 . For th e  D/M/<» queue , w ith  s e rv ic e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  F ^ (y )
= 1 -  exp{- “ *}, (A) and (B) a re  s a t i s f i e d  w ith  A -  1 as x 03.
This r e s u l t  was a s s e r te d  by H elsen  and W illiam s [6U] .  (A) i s  
o b v io u s , and f o r  (B) l e t  I  = [a ,b )  » Then
/F  (i-y )c ffl(y ) = f  ( exp{- -  exp{- s % i ) })dB(y)
X lo o  X X
b
+ /  Fx (b -y )dH (y) . 
a
O bviously  th e  l a s t  te rm  goes to  z e ro , and th e  f i r s t  te rm  i s
o r l - e x p { -  ~ (b -a )}
( l - e x p { -  ~ (b -a )  } ) .  I exp{~—}&N( z+a) % --------------—--------
X „  X f  tt -i-°° l - e x n i ‘” “ }x
-*■ (b -a )  = j 11 as x -*• «>.
F in a l ly ,  a word on c h a r a c te r i s a t io n  th eo rem s. D obrushin [ l 6 ] ,  
Goldman [22] and Thedeen [83] p rove t h a t  th e  mixed P o isso n  p ro c e s s  i s  
c h a r a c te r i s e d ,  among v a r io u s  c la s s e s  o f  p o in t  p ro c e s s e s ,  by in v a r ia n c e  
under t r a n s l a t i o n  and Mecke [57] (s e e  a ls o  N aw rotzki [ 6 l ] )  e s ta b l i s h e s  
t h i s  in v a r ia n c e  fo r  doubly  s to c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro c e s se s  and d e l e t io n .
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A r e l a t e d  q u e s t io n  i s  c o n s id e re d  "by Szasz [ 8 l ] ,  namely what c l u s t e r  
mechanisms en su re  t h a t  a P o isso n  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  i s  aga in  a P o is so n  
p ro c e s s ?  We can e a s i l y  prove h i s  r e s u l t  from th e  b a s i c  p . g . f l  fo rm u la ;  
i t  shows t h a t  on ly  d e l e t i o n  and t r a n s l a t i o n  a re  a l low ed .
Theorem U.8 A P o isso n  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  i s  a s t a t i o n a r y  P o isson  p ro c e s s  
i f  and on ly  i f  p^ = p{Ns (-oo,oo)~n} = 0 ,  n >_ 2.
P r o o f . The s u f f i c i e n c y  i s  o b v io u s ,  and th e  P o isso n  c l u s t e r  p ro c e ss  
i s  th e n  a P o is so n  (A [ l-p  ]) p ro c e s s .  C o n v erse ly ,  i f  t h i s  i s  t r u e  
th e n  t a k in g  lo g a r i th m s  in  (3 .2 7 )  we f in d
X /( i - c - g t5 1 t ] ) a t  = x ( i - p Q) / [ i - c ( t ) ] a t  .
Nov N ( • )  i s  a . s .  f i n i t e  so lias a  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  ( 2 . 3 ) .S CL
I f  tt = ( l - p  ) th e nn *n
CO
/ { 1 — I  TTn f  • . / ^ ( X p + t ) . . ^ ( x n+t)dUn (x 1 , . .  ,x n )} d t  = J [ l - £ ( t ) ] d t  . 
n= l
S in ce  1 -  £ e V, choose £ (x) = l - ( l - z ) x T(x) f o r  some i n t e r v a l  I .
On e q u a t in g  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  z we o b ta in  e q u a t io n s  l i k e  
00
Z  '(T / U ( l - t , I - t , r ~ t , . . .  ,l“ T ) d t  = 0 ,  
n=2
where A i s  th e  complement o f  th e  s e t  A. S in ce  I  i s  a r b i t r a r y ,  
t h i s  im p l ie s  tt^  ~ 0 f o r  n = 2 , 3 , . . .  ▼
5. IDENTIFIABILITY IN LINEAR STOCHASTIC POISSON PROCESSES
5 .1 .  I n tro d u c t io n
In  1 .5  i t  was p o in te d  ou t t h a t  th e  l i n e a r  s to c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro cess  
has a g r e a t  v a r i e ty  of' u ses  in  th e  th e o ry  and a p p l ic a t io n s  o f p o in t  
p ro c e s s e s .  I t  w i l l  he shown t h a t  t h i s  p ro c e ss  i s  d e te rm in ed  by two 
p a ra m e tr ic  f u n c t io n s ,  h e r e a f t e r  c a l le d  p a ram e te rs  fo r  b r e v i t y ,  and so 
i t  i s  im p o r ta n t to  be a b le  to  d e te rm in e  them u n iq u e ly  from th e  p ro c e s s .  
T his i s  th e  i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y  p roblem  s tu d ie d  in  th e  p re s e n t  c h a p te r .
We do n o t a t te m p t to  e s t im a te  th e  p a ram e te rs  a lth o u g h  we do prove t h a t ,  
u nder c e r t a in  c o n d i t io n s ,  th e  p a ra m e te rs  a re  i d e n t i f i a b l e  from  q u a n t i t i e s  
w hich sh o u ld  p ro v id e  re a so n a b le  e s tim a te s  in  p r a c t i c e .
The r e s u l t s  e s ta b l i s h e d  below f o r  l i n e a r  p ro c e s se s  a re  o f i n t e r e s t  
in  t h e i r  own r i g h t  and may be ex ten d ed  to  a w id e r c la s s  o f  l i n e a r  
p ro c e s se s  th a n  th o se  we c o n s id e r .  In  p a r t i c u l a r ,  we can drop c e r t a in  
n o n -n e g a t iv i ty  a ssu m p tio n s. For d e t a i l s  see  th e  a u th o r 's  p ap e r [91]» 
on w hich t h i s  c h a p te r  i s  b a se d .
5 .2  P re lim in a ry  R e su lts
The l i n e a r  s to c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  was d e f in e d  in  1 .5 ,  where we 
assum ed f  was n o n -n e g a t iv e , in te g r a b le  and s q u a r e - in te g r a b le .  We now 
w r i t e  f  e B2 , w here we say  th a t  f  e i f  f  i s  n o n -n e g a tiv e  and 
f p i s  in t e g r a b le  fo r  p = l , . . . , n .  A sim p le  c r i t e r i o n  f o r  t h i s  i s  g iven
"by
Lemma 5 .1  I f  f  i s  bounded and in te g r a b le  th e n  f  £ B^ fo r  a l l  n .
8b
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2The cum ulants o f  X ( t ) - X ( t - l )  a re  d eno ted  hy ' «n » w ith  k0 = o < 00 
by assu m p tio n .
S in ce  th e  moments o f  A in v o lv e  i n t e g r a l s  o f powers o f  f ,  Lemma 
5 .1  i s  a co n v en ien t way o f  e n su r in g  t h a t  a l l  th e se  in t e g r a l s  a re  f i n i t e .  
In  many c a se s  th e  boundedness assum ption  w i l l  b e  r e a s o n a b le ,  e .g .  th e  
’sh o t-n o is e *  p ro c e s s  d e f in e d  in  B a r t l e t t  [6] p . l o l ,  a lth o u g h  we do n o t 
u se  t h i s  assum ption  fo r  g e n e ra l r e s u l t s .
The fundam ental r e l a t i o n  betw een th e  p . g . f l  o f  a doubly s to c h a s t ic  
P o is so n  p ro c e s s  and th e  L ap lace  f u n c t io n a l  o f  i t s  mean p ro c e s s  i s  g iven  
by ( 2 .IO ) . "When th e  mean i s  a l i n e a r  p ro c e s s ,  as c o n s id e re d  h e r e ,  we 
can e v a lu a te  th e  fu n c t io n a ls  e x p l i c i t l y .  S in ce  X(*) i s  homogeneous 
a d d i t iv e  w ith  n o n -n e g a tiv e  in c rem en ts  i t s  L ap lace  tra n s fo rm  is
E { ex p (-0 [X (t+ T )-X (t)  ]) } = exp{-T\[»( 0) } ( 5 . l )
w here
00 — 0x
<|<(e) = ye + /  ^ —  <k ( x ) ,  ( 5 .2 )
O
Y is  a n o n -n e g a tiv e  c o n s ta n t  and K a n o n -d e c re a s in g  fu n c tio n  on
(O, °°) w ith  K(o) = 0 and /^ x ” ^dK(x) < 00 (B ax te r  and S h ap iro  [ 8 ] ,
Z o lo ta re v  [9^1 ; t h i s  form  i s  from F e l l e r  [ l8 ]  p . ^ 2 6 ) .  Because
E ( x ^ ( t ) }  < °°, in  f a c t  K i s  bounded and /  xdK(x) < 00. I t  tu rn so
o u t t h a t  t h i s  k e rn e l  i s  m a th e m a tic a lly  more c o n v en ien t in  our work th a n  
— 0xth e  u s u a l  1 -e
I t  i s  now e a s i l y  shown th a t
L^[£] = e x p { - / i |> [ /f ( t -u )£ (d t) ]d u }
( B a r t l e t t  [ 6 ] ,  p . l 6 l ,  S h iry aev  [TT] ) » ahd co n seq u en tly
( 5 . 3 )
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G[£] = axp{-fip( / f (t) [l-£( t+u) ]dt)du}. (5.4)
From this result we can of course derive any desired property of the 
process.
Equations (5.3), (5.^) show that the parameters f, ip determine 
the process (linear or linear stochastic). In this chapter we investigate 
the converse question of when they are uniquely specified by the process 
i.e. when they are identifiable. Clearly the results will be the same 
whichever process we choose to discuss, because of (2.10); in fact we 
give a detailed account of the identiliability of ij; for linear processes 
and of f for the linear stochastic Poisson process.
It is plausible that because of the comprehensive nature of the 
two functionals identifiability will always hold, in the sense that 
each process is associated with an f and unique up to constant 
multipliers. However the difficulty of obtaining a sample estimate of 
the p.g.fl, say, means that in practice estimators of the parameters 
will be quantities derivable from the p.g.fl but not containing all its 
information about the process. We are principally concerned with 
this problem.
An identifiability theorem for another special class of doubly 
stochastic Poisson processes, namely those which are renewal processes, 
is given in Kingman [Uo]. As remarked before, they cannot be linear 
stochastic Poisson processes.
5.3 Identifiability of \!j
Since X(t) is homogeneous and additive it can be expressed as
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d nX (t)  = E. nX. ( t ) ,  where th e  X. ( t )  a re  independen t and i = l  i #n i , n  x
i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  homogeneous a d d i t i v e  p r o c e s s e s .  Consequently
i n
A (t)  = E f f ( t - u ) d X .  (u) 
i = l  ljrJ
f o r  any n ,  so t h a t  A (t)  i s  i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i s i b l e  (Lee [1+5]). In  
view o f  (2 .1 0 )  and 4 .3 ,  l i n e a r  s t o c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro c e s s e s  must a l s o  
be i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i s i b l e .  We now c a l c u l a t e  th e  c a n o n ic a l  form o f  i t s  
L ap lace  t r a n s fo rm  in
Lemma 5 .2  Let x ( l> 6 )  be th e  lo g a r i th m  o f  th e  Lap lace  t r a n s fo rm  o f  
a l i n e a r  p ro c e s s  ( l . l l )  and l e t
h (y )  = m{x : f ( x )  > y } , y  > 0 ,
where m{*} i s  Lebesgue m easure . I f  f  e and h has  a d e r i v a t i v e  
h '  e x i s t i n g  and no n -ze ro  a t  each p o i n t ,  th en  x (^»0) has th e  c a n o n ic a l  
form g iven  by ( 5 . 6 ) ,  (5*7) below.
P r o o f . From (5 .3 )
X ( f ,0 )  = - / i j j [0 f(u )  ]du . (5 .5 )
S in ce  f  i s  n o n -n e g a t iv e  and in t e g r a b l e  we may re a r r a n g e  i t  as a 
d e c r e a s in g  fu n c t io n  g on [0 ,  <*>) whose in v e r s e  e x i s t s  and eq u a ls  
h ( th e  te c h n iq u e  o f  rea rran g e m en t  i s  d e s c r ib e d  in  Hardy, L i t t le w o o d  
and P o lya  [27] § 1 0 .1 2 ) .  Our hypo theses  show t h a t  g i s  u n iq u e ly  d e f in e d  
everywhere w ith  f i n i t e  d e r i v a t i v e  g ’ , and g ' . h ’ = 1.
Wow i n t e g r a l s  b o th  o f  a f u n c t io n  and m easurab le  fu n c t io n s  o f  th e  
f u n c t io n  a re  i n v a r i a n t  under rea r ran g e m en t .  S ince  ilj i s  m e a su ra b le ,
oo oo oo — 0Xg(u)
- x ( f 9e) = - x ( s 90) = Y0 /  g (u )du + /  /  ---------dK(x ) du .
o o o
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Change th e  v a r ia b le  by v = x g (u ) .  Then
oo xg(o ) , -6 v
- X ( f »6 ) =  Y 6 +  J  /  - - - - -  • ~ - j h s ( —) | d v  d l v ( x )
ü  0  X
s in c e  c l e a r ly  g (u ) 0 as u  S e t b = g(C) = sup f ( u )  < 00; i f
u  “
o -  oo th en  b ^ = C. So
co co — 0 v
-x(f»9) = Y0 + /  /  _1  ^ ---  • ^ l ' h ' ©  |dK(x)dv
o vb x
?e + / l - e
■ OV
äIC(v) (5 .6 )
where
Y = Y /  g (u )d u  = Y /  f ( u ) d u
~  K(v) = k (v ) = / _] 2 |h '( - ) |d K ( x )
v b  ' x 1"
(5 .T )
c f .  '( 5 .2 ) .  S in ce  we know A i s  i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i s i b l e  th e r e  i s  no 
need to  check th e  s u i t a b i l i t y  o f  ( 5 .7 ) .  ▼
Lemma 5 .3  (K en d a ll and Lewis [351) . I f  (j)(0) i s  th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
fu n c tio n  o f  a n o n -n e g a tiv e  random v a r ia b le ,  Q r e a l ,  th e n  th e  s e t  o f 
ze ro s  o f  <f> has Lebesgue m easure z e ro .
We can now p rove  an i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y  r e s u l t  f o r  th e  tra n s fo rm  X‘ 
Theorem 5 .1  L et x ^ a ®) »  f*» and h be d e f in e d  as  in  Lemma 5 .2 ,
and in  a d d i t io n  l e t  f  be  bounded. I f  f  i s  known, th e n  x(^»ö) 
u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in es  ijj and c o n v e rse ly .
P ro o f . The u n iq u en ess  o f th e  c a n o n ic a l form ( 5 . 6 )  e n su re s  t h a t  y ,  K
A
a re  un ique to  X» C le a r ly  y  i s  u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in ed  by Yj s in c e  f  
i s  assumed known, and we show th e  seme i s  t r u e  fo r  K.
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As f  i s  bounded we may assume w ith o u t lo s s  o f g e n e r a l i ty  t h a t  
b = 1 . Then
GO CO
K ( ° o )  _ k ( v ) = j  J  V -  I h ' (—) I dK(x ) dy
Xv y x 
00 1
= z |h * ( z ) | dzdK(x) . (5 .8 )
V  vx~
bow z j h f ( z ) |  i s  in t e g r a b le  over [0 , l j . For on in t e g r a t i o n  by




/ f  (x )d x  6 £ h (n 8 )
n= l
f o r  any & > 0 , and as f  i s  in t e g r a b le  th e  r e s u l t  fo llo w s . T ogether 
w ith  K bounded t h i s  shows th a t  (5 .8 )  i s  p r o p o r t io n a l  to  th e  upper t a i l  
o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  fu n c tio n  o f a p ro d u c t o f  two in d ep en d en t random 
v a r ia b le s . ,  say on [0 , °°) and [0 ,  l ]  r e s p e c t iv e ly .  I f
U = Wr W2 th e  problem  becom es, does knowledge o f  th e  d i s t r i b u t io n s  
o f  U and d e te rm in e  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  W^? Take lo g a rith m s
to  g e t  a  sum o f in d ep en d en t random v a r i a b l e s .  Then as -  lo g  has 
ran g e  [ 0 ,  co) Lemma 5 .3  shows th a t  i t s  F o u r ie r  tra n s fo rm  i s  non -zero  
a lm o st everyw here , and we im m ediate ly  conclude t h a t  K i s  u n iq u e ly  
de te rm in ed  by iv and hence x* As th e  con v erse  i s  t r i v i a l ,  th e  theorem  
i s  p ro v ed . ▼
Remarks 1. The r e s t r i c t i o n s  on h in  Lemma 5 .2  ex clude  fu n c tio n s  
f  w ith  i n t e r v a l s  o f  co n s tan c y  and c e r t a in  k in d s  o f  d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s , in  
p a r t i c u l a r  s im p le  f u n c t io n s .  I t  i s  p o s s ib le  to  p rove  a s im i la r  r e s u l t  
f o r  s im p le  fu n c tio n s  by a d i f f e r e n t  m ethod.
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2 . I f  f  i s  unbounded th e  theorem  i s  s t i l l  v a l i d  i f  th e  
lo g a r i th m  o f  a random v a r ia b le  w ith  d e n s ity  fu n c tio n  p r o p o r t io n a l  to  
z j h ’ ( z ) |  has  a F o u r ie r  tra n s fo rm  n o n -ze ro  a lm ost everyw here. Boundedness 
e n su re s  in  a s im p le  manner t h a t  t h i s  i s  so .
3 . For a g e n e ra l  l i n e a r  p r o c e s s , w ith  s ig n e d  f  and s ig n ed  
in c rem en ts  fo r  X '( t) , Lemma 5 .2  i s  s t i l l  t r u e  i f  i/e r e p la c e  L ap lace  
tra n s fo rm s  by c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n s  and use  th e  c a n o n ic a l form fo r  
an i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i s i b l e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w ith  f i n i t e  v a r ia n c e  (Lukacs [53] 
p .9 0 ) .  However th e  u n iq u en ess  r e s u l t  o f  Theorem 5 .1  canno t be p ro v ed , 
a t  l e a s t  by th e  same m ethod, u n le s s  f  i s  n o n -n e g a tiv e  ( f o r  d e t a i l s  
see  [9 1 ] ) .
A ll t h i s  le a d s  d i r e c t l y  to
Theorem 5 .2  A l i n e a r  p ro c e s s  ( l . l l )  u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in es  th e  L aplace 
tra n s fo rm  o f  X ( t ) ,  and c o n v e rs e ly , f o r  known f  e E^.
P ro o f . From ( 5 . 3 ) ,  th e  L ap lace  f u n c t io n a l  o f  a l i n e a r  p ro c e ss  has th e  
form  ( 5 . 5 )  w ith  a m o d ified  f .  S in ce  £ ( • )  i s  an a r b i t r a r y  m easure 
we can choose £ ( • )  so t h a t  / f ( t - u ) £ ( d u )  s a t i s f i e s  th e  c o n d itio n s  o f 
Theorem 5 .1 .  But L ^[£ ] c o n ta in s  f u l l  in fo rm a tio n  abou t th e  p ro c e s s .  f
We n o te  t h a t  i f  f  i s  bounded th e n  \jj i s  i d e n t i f i a b l e  from th e  
L ap lace  tra n s fo rm  o f  A( t )  a lo n e , t h a t  i s  from  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a t  a 
p o in t .
S in ce  ( 5 . 4)  shows t h a t  th e  p . g . f l  o f  th e  l i n e a r  s to c h a s t ic  P o isson  
p ro c e s s  i s  a ls o  o f  th e  form  ( 5 . 5 ) ,  and l - £  i s  a r b i t r a r y  o th e r  th a n  
b e in g  in  V, s a y , we deduce im m ediately
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Theorem 5«3 A linear stochastic Poisson process uniquely determines 
the Laplace transform of X(t), and conversely, for known f e
5•  ^ Identifiability of f
In the previous section we established the identifiability of \j; for 
known f. Piere we investigate the converse question and assume throughout 
that ^ is known.
As we know, the factorial cumulant measures of a point process are
uniquely determined by tPie process and may be calculated, for the
linear stochastic Poisson process, by the use of Theorem 2.4 and (5*4).
l-e”0XIf < 00 and f e  B^, we expand — ——  as a Taylor series to n
terms to get
H[l-£] = /{ E Kk [r(w)]k + R (w)}dw (5.9)
k=l
where t, e V and
r(w) = Jf(v-w)£(v)dv
Rn(w) = J xn“1[r(w)]n e”6xr^^dK(x) 0 < 6 < 1.
o K
Since [r(w)]n is integrable and |r (w)| < [r(w)]n, (5.9) and
the Corollary to Theorem 2.4 show that the linear stochastic Poisson
process has factorial cumulant d O M A Ä j L L Z ;.6 c (•) existing, withK.
Ck(tl,. *, tv) = t1“w ) • • f (tk-w) dw (5.10)
k=l,..,n. c,.( •) is of course the covariance density.
The uniquely determined functions c^(•) are possible estimators 
of f, so it is of interest to see whether they provide identifiability. 
We first establish this in the important case when f is restricted to
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a half line i.e. f(x) = 0 for x < 0. This means that the linear 
process is expressed in terms of past values of X(t) only, which does 
not seem unreasonable.
Since the point process is stationary - c2(t..-t2),
and c^(t1,t9,t?) = c^(t^-t^jt^-t^). how take Fourier transforms, 
denoted by an asterisk, in (5.10). Me have
c*(u>) = 02(|)((jo)4>(w) (5.11)
c|(o)1>W2) = K3 <f>(^ ) 4)(U32) (jK^+Wp), (5.12)
where the bar denotes complex conjugate and <j> is the Fourier transform 
of f which exists because f is integrable. As ij; is known so are 
a , j so that (5.11),(5.12) are exactly equivalent to equations 
(5)» (6) of Kendall and Lewis [35], with <J> replacing their because
f vanishes on a half line. From their paper we conclude that f is 
identifiable up to a location factor; clearly from the form of (5.10) 
we can expect no better than this. Hence
Theorem 5.^ A linear stochastic Poisson process with known,
< <*>, and f £ vanishing identically in (--^ ,0) determines f 
uniquely up to a location factor.
Theorem 5«^ of course answers the question completely. However it 
involves the knowledge of both second and third factorial cumulant 
densities and in estimation we would like to use just one. This leads 
to the investigation of identifiability of f from a single c^(*) of
low order.
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I f  we know only  c^{ *)  i t  i s  easy  to  c o n s tru c t  in s ta n c e s
w here two d i f f e r e n t  fu n c tio n s  f  g iv e  th e  same c^(*)« For exam ple,
2 - 2c |(w ) = ( 1+U3 ) a r i s e s  from a gamma d e n s ity  w ith  two d eg rees  o f freedom
and a l s o  a  b i l a t e r a l  e x p o n e n tia l  d e n s i ty .  However i f  we ag a in  r e s t r i c t
a t t e n t i o n  to  fu n c tio n s  v a n ish in g  on ( - 00, 0) th e  p roblem  is  e q u iv a le n t
to  a m u ch -s tu d ied  q u e s tio n  in  th e  th e o ry  o f  l i n e a r  p r e d ic t io n  o f  a
s ta t io n a r y  p ro c e ss  from i t s  p a s t  h i s to r y  (Doob [ lT l ,  c h a p te r  12 ,
B a r t l e t t  [ 6 ] ,  c h a p te r  7 ) .  The c r u c i a l  p o in t  i s  to  d e te rm in e  a F o u r ie r
tra n s fo rm  knowing o n ly  i t s  m odulus, a to p ic  d is c u s s e d  b r i e f l y  below .
T his i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  Doob’s Theorem 1 2 .5 .2 .
2
As f  i s  in t e g r a b le  and v a n ish e s  on ( - 00, 0) a  theorem  o f  P a ley  
and W iener (Hoffman [29] p .131 ) shows th a t  i t s  complex L ap lace  transform . 
f* * (s )  = f tf (x )d x ,  Re s > 0 , i s  a member o f  th e  Hardy c la s s  H 
in  th e  r i g h t  h a l f  p la n e .  I t  i s  known ([2 9 ] p .132 ) t h a t  H fu n c tio n s  
a re  u n iq u e ly  f a c t o r i s a b l e  i n to  a p ro d u c t o f  th r e e  fu n c tio n s  -  one 
in v o lv in g  o n ly  th e  zero s  o f  f**' in  Re s > 0 , one in v o lv in g  a 
s in g u la r  m easure w hich v a n ish e s  fo r  f'x% co n tin u o u s  on th e  im ag inary  
a x i s ,  and one in v o lv in g  o n ly  | f*'*( io)) | = |<{)(a))|* So i f  f* * (s )  i- 0 
f o r  Re s > 0 th e n  f* '* ( s ) ,  and hence 9 (a)), i s  u n iq u e ly  d e term ined  
by 14)((j o )  j up to  a f a c t o r  e^0^ ,  w hich p ro v es
Theorem 5 »9 A l i n e a r  s to c h a s t ic  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  w ith  \jj known, f  e
v a n ish in g  i d e n t i c a l l y  on (-<», 0) and f* '* (s) ^ 0 f o r  Re s > 0 
d e te rm in es  f  u n iq u e ly  from  c ^ i ' )  up to  a  lo c a t io n  f a c t o r .
9 ^
We n o te  h e re  t h a t  a n o th e r  theorem  o f  P a le y  and W iener [69] 
shows c*'(w) i s  th e  sq u ared  modulus o f th e  F o u r ie r  tra n s fo rm  o f  a 
fu n c tio n  v a n ish in g  on a h a l f  l i n e  i f  and on ly  i f
/ d w  < (5 .1 3 )
1+OJ
U n fo r tu n a te ly  th e r e  seems to  he no known c h a r a c te r i s a t io n  o f th e  c la s s  
o f fu n c tio n s  f o r  which f ‘:;‘* (s )  ^ 0 , Re s > 0 , though i t  c o n ta in s  most 
o f  th e  common w e ig h tin g  fu n c t io n s .
This co v ers  th e  case  o f  knowing c^C*) a lo n e . I n i t i a l l y  th e re  
seems l i t t l e  i n t e r e s t  in  w orking  w ith  c^ (* ) a lo n e ,  as  c ^ « )  w i l l  
g e n e ra lly  be e a s i e r  to  e s t im a te  and we a lre a d y  have Theorem 5*^.
However we s h a l l  see t h a t  from c.^( *) we may id e n t i f y  fu n c tio n s  f  
w ith  u n r e s t r i c t e d  ra n g e , a s i t u a t i o n  n o t p re v io u s ly  c o n s id e re d .
By s t a t i o n a r i t y  c ^ * )  i s  a n o n -n e g a tiv e  b i v a r i a t e  fu n c tio n  
in te g ra b le  ov er th e  p la n e .  I t s  tra n s fo rm  c-^cs^jW^) i s  th e  b isp e c tru m  
s tu d ie d  by R o se n b la tt  and Van Hess [7 ^ ] ,  who d is c u s s  e s t im a t io n  fo r  
b o th  c*(»)  an(i  c ^ ( • ) •  hake = ku)-^  = kto f o r  a l l  r e a l  w
and k ^ 1 . Then (5 .1 2 )  becom es, n e g le c t in g  th e  known < °°j
c* ( ü), k) = (a)) ( kco) c|>[ (k+l)oj]
and
c»(e) = 4>( e)c|)(31e)4>(ß20)
where
ßl  = ~ k + I 9 £>2 ~  ~  k + I 9 6 k+1 *
Let <i>(0) = lo g  (j)(0), w hich e x i s t s  in  some i n t e r v a l  abou t 0 = 0 
because  4’ i s  p r o p o r t io n a l  to  a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n .  Tuen
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l o g  c*(e )  = cp(0) + $ ( ^ 0 )  + ö (ß2 e ) ,
so to  see w hether c* (» ) u n iq u e ly  d e te rm in es  § we m ust f in d  th e  
s o lu t io n s  o f
$(0) + $ ( ^ 0 )  + $ (ß 2 0) = 0 (5 .1 4 )
in  some i n t e r v a l  abou t z e ro . T his i s  a ch iev ed  by
Lemma 5 .4  (Rao [7 1 ]) I f  $ ( 0 ) i s  g iv e n , in  an i n t e r v a l  o f 0 abou t
z e ro , by 
n -1
E a i  <f>(ßi 0) + $ ( 0 ) E 0 
i = l
w here = - 1 , |$ i | < 1 , a i ßi  < 0  i = l , . . . , n - l ,  and $ ( 9 )
has a d e r iv a t iv e  co n tin u o u s  a t  z e ro , th en  
$ ( 0 ) = c0 .
By s u i t a b le  ch o ice  o f  k (k  > 0 f o r  i n s t a n c e ) , ou r ß s a t i s f y  th e  
c o n d it io n s  o f  Lemma 5 .4  and we g e t
Theorem 5 .6  A l i n e a r  s to c h a s t i c  P o isso n  p ro c e ss  w ith  \lj known,
< -=0 , and
/  I x | f  (x )d x  < 00 (5 .1 5 )
d e te rm in e s  f  e u n iq u e ly  from  c ( • )  up to  a lo c a t io n  f a c t o r .
P ro o f . C o n d itio n  (5 .1 5 )  en su re s  t h a t  $ has a  co n tin u o u s  d e r iv a t iv e  
everyw here ( F e l l e r  [ l8 ]  p .4 8 5 ) .  Then Lemma 5 .4  shows th a t  th e  
in d e te rm in a c y  in  f  i s  a t  m ost a lo c a t io n  f a c t o r ;  f o r  i f  a re
two p o s s ib le  s o lu t io n s  o f (5 .1 4 )  we see  t h a t  $ (0) -  d>2 (0) = c0 in  
an i n t e r v a l  abou t ze ro  and h e n c e , by a n a ly t ic  c o n t in u a t io n ,  over th e
w hole l i n e ,  w here c i s  a p u re ly  im ag inary  c o n s ta n t . Y
We emphasise that Theorem 5*6 appJJ.es to functions over the 'whole 
real line. If we consider knowing c^(*)> c^( •)*•• exactly the same 
procedure will produce the functional equation (5.1*0 with additional 
termss and under the conditions of the theorem it will have the same 
solution in all these cases. Thus no new identiflability criteria 
emerge. It is striking that the second factorial cumulant densit3r 
gives such a different set of conclusions from all the higher order 
densities.
If f in fact vanishes on (-«>, O) then Theorem 5.6 is not as 
general as Theorem 5.5. To see this, take f as the symmetric stable 
density function of order ~ (Feller [l8] p.lTO). It is bounded and 
integrable so is certainly in and (Lemma 5«l). Its transform
satisfies (5.13), as it must, and also the condition of Theorem 5.5, 
but its mean is infinite so that (5.15) does not hold.
Suppose now that is unknown also. Then for two linear 
stochastic Poisson processes with parameters (f^ ,ili^ ), (fn,ip^) and 
the same p.g.fl we see, on integration of (5.10), that for m,n = 1,2,...
k = (k J ) (5.16n m n m
Consequently we can use any of the preceding results for f to show 
that, under suitable conditions, f^  and f^ differ only in location 
and scale (by a factor ^  *lowever at least one of the
cumulant pairs e<lua-*- then all the cumulants are equal
and f^, f^ differ only in location. We conclude that dropping the 
assumption of known leads to indeterminacy up to a constant multiple
as well as in location.
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It is easy to apply these results to more general linear processes.
Consider a linear process with non-negative f and signed increments
for X(t). Then by the results of Shiryaev [773 its characteristic
functional has a unique Taylor expansion very like (2.15), in terms of
a set of cumulant functions s^.(t^,... ,t^). From the characteristic
functional analogue of (5.3) it is easily shown that s^  (t^,...,t^) =
cv( t_, ,... jt^) and so all the theorems of this section carry over
directly. In particular, Theorem 5.^ shows that a linear process 
(3)belonging to T of [77] uniquely determines f e up to a 
location factor for known ijj. Again it is not possible to carry the 
theory over directly to signed f as then the resul.t of Kendall and 
Lewis [353 used in Theorem 5.^ may not hold and (5.1^) may also be 
invalidated. Simple additional conditions will remove these difficulties.
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